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1.0 Introduction
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WSLA

The David Dunlap Observatory Lands
Conservation Management Plan addresses the
long-term conservation, protection, and
management of the cultural heritage
landscape, built heritage, and artifacts within
the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape as
identified in the Designation By-law 100-09. It
will be the prime reference for consistent,
coherent, and traceable decision making
towards the conservation, protection, and
management of the property.
Heritage designation of the property under the
Ontario Heritage Act does not preclude
changes to the property. The OHA identifies a
process by which proposed works for removals,
additions, or alterations to heritage resources
on the site are evaluated. This process includes
a heritage permit application to Council which
outlines the proposed changes and its potential

Town of Richmond Hill

impact on the heritage resources. The
application must be evaluated to ensure that the
heritage attributes that formed the basis for
designation are not negatively impacted in the
proposed works.

owner and the custodians or tenants of the
property; Town Council as an approval and
regulatory authority under the Ontario Heritage
Act; Town staff; and the municipal heritage
committee (Heritage Richmond Hill).

The Conservation Management Plan is an
important document that describes in detail the
heritage attributes already described in the
Designating By-law, and how these important
features should be protected and managed. It
provides the information which will assist in the
ongoing planning for the property and reviewing
any applications that may have impact on the
heritage attributes.
This document is intended to guide and assist
those parties who have a vested interest in
making sound decisions about the cultural
heritage resources of the DDO, including the

1
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1.1 Purpose

of the site are appropriately conserved and that
their historic inter-relationships can continue to
be clearly understood.

ownership, scope of the proposed work,
drawings, sketches, photographs of the
existing conditions, and often a heritage impact
assessment report associated with the
proposed works. The municipal heritage
committee will review the application and make
a recommendation to Council who will make the
final decision on the application. Council may
approve the application and issue a permit,
refuse the permit, or approve with conditions
such as mitigation. If the applicant does not
agree with the decision of Council, there is an
opportunity for the applicant to appeal the
matter to the Conservation Review Board under
Section 33 of the Ontario Heritage Act.

Typically, the heritage permit application
process begins when the owner submits an
application to Council to alter the designated
property. The application contains the details of

The conservation principles provided in the
DDO Lands Conservation Management Plan
will assist Council in the evaluation of
applications for alteration of the heritage

The DDO Lands Conservation Management
Plan is a tool for managing change while
preserving the unique character, essential
heritage values and cultural resources of a
complex heritage site. The document aims to
provide guidance which:
§ Embodies the best current practices for the

conservation of cultural heritage landscapes,
built heritage and artefacts; and,
§ Ensures that the identified heritage attributes

Town of Richmond Hill
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attributes, and will help establish a level playing
field and a common understanding of
conservation matters of the owner, or tenants,
and Council.
Additionally, as short, medium, and long-term
conservation treatments, as well as cyclical
maintenance directions are provided for each of
the key attributes, this plan can be used as a
conservation management guide by the land
owner and/or tenants to perform on-going
maintenance and future conservation works for
the heritage resources.
Finally, the future undertakings identifed in the
Plan will help inform and establish a basis for
estimating budgeting needs, funding
requirements, phasing, potential grant
applications and partnership possibilities.
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1.2 Background
The David Dunlap Observatory Lands are
approximately 76 ha (189.78 acres) in area,
located north of 16th Avenue and immediately
west of Bayview Avenue in the Town of
Richmond Hill. The current owner of the lands
is Corsica Development Inc. who acquired the
property from the University of Toronto in 2008.
Town Council on September 29, 2009 passed
By-law No.100-09 on the David Dunlap
Observatory Lands to designate a portion of the
lands as a Cultural Heritage Landscape under
the Ontario Heritage Act. Designating By-law
No.100-09 establishes the boundary and extent
of the area within the lands as a Cultural
Heritage Landscape and identifies key heritage
attributes including land forms, viewsheds,
structures, landscape features, and roadways
within the property.

Town of Richmond Hill

Moving forward from the designation under the
Ontario Heritage Act, The David Dunlap
Observatory Lands Planning and Conservation
Management Study was initiated in October
2009 to develop a supportive land use and
design policy framework to guide the property's
future development. On January 25 2010,
Council endorsed the Planning and
Conservation Management Report and the
Town's new Official Plan (adopted by Council in
July 2010) subsequently provides the policies
for the DDO Lands that were informed by the
planning and design principles from the
planning study.

Area (CHCA) within the boundary of the
Cultural Heritage Landscape. The CHCA is an
area which displays the highest concentration
of heritage significance and is most sensitive to
the impacts of change.
The DDO Lands Conservation Management
Plan describes in detail the considerations that
inform the establishment of the Cultural
Heritage Conservation Area, in this document
identified as the Cultural Heritage Precinct, as
well as buffer requirements for the attributes
that helps define the area.

One of the primary cultural heritage
conservation-related principles from the study,
now incorporated into the new Official Plan, is
the recognition of a prominent, functional and
accessible Cultural Heritage Conservation

3
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1.3 Structure of the Conservation Management Plan
The DDO Lands Conservation Management
Plan address the long-term maintenance and
management of the following three components: cultural heritage landscape, built
heritage, and the artifact ( the Telescope), within
the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape. While
the attributes within the site all contribute to the
cultural heritage landscape as an indivisible
whole, the DDO Conservation Management
Plan as a management manual must be
presented to provide clear conservation
guidance for individual attributes.

Conservation measures for individual attributes
associated with these components are
organized and developed within each section
accordingly.
General conservation principles and guidance
are also provided when considering certain
changes to the attributes that may be
necessary, such as barrier free design, security,
building-code requirements, and sustainability
practices.

The document is therefore divided in three main
sections: the Cultural Heritage Landscape
Section addressing the landscape features and
spatial organization of the site, the Built
Heritage Section addressing the buildings, and
the Telescope Section.
WSLA

Town of Richmond Hill
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1.3 Structure of the Conservation Management Plan
1.3.1

Cultural Heritage Landscape

The DDO property is a complex, multi-layered
site and there are close historical
relationships between attributes. It is
important to ensure that the character defining
aspects and the integrity of the DDO Cultural
Heritage Landscape as a whole, as described
in the Statement of Cultural Heritage Value in
the Designating By-law will remain vital and
intact.

A cultural heritage landscape is a dynamic and
evolving entity. It comprises a variety of
character defining features such as
vegetations, plantings, and landforms that
individually has its own unique set of seasonal
life cycle, maintenance needs, and organic
evolution. Subsequently each of these features
brings to the management of the site its own
unique set of conservation challenges.

The Cultural Heritage Landscape section
begins with an overview describing a number
of key considerations that contribute to the
understanding of such a landscape. This set
of considerations also forms the basis on
which the Cultural Heritage Precinct can be
defined within the designated property.

Each attribute identified in the cultural heritage
landscape is referenced within the Designation
By-law 100-09, and is provided with
descriptions of it’s existing condition. An
attribute management table augments the
appropriate conservation strategy such as
rehabilitation, restoration, or protection for the
feature.

Town of Richmond Hill
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The table outlines appropriate short (5 years),
medium (10 years) and long-term conservation
measures as well as cyclical maintenance
direction, expertise requirements and
conservation principles specific to the features
are also discussed.
The Cultural Landscape Attribute Management
section also recommends buffer areas around
the various heritage attributes in order to ensure
the landscape and built features are adequately
protected. The width and purpose of the buffer
areas vary depending on the location.
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Historic photo of Elms Lea

UTARM

1.3 Structure of the Conservation Management Plan
1.3.2

Built Heritage

Four building structures are identified in the
Designation By-law as having cultural heritage
value: the Administration Building, Elms Lea
(the 19th century farm house and former
residence of the DDO Director), the Telescope
building, and the Radio Shack. The
conservation management information for the
built structures is provided in section 3.
Buildings, like landscapes, comprise elements
and features that have their own unique life
cycles and requirements so that they can be
maintained, conserved and protected. Similar
to the landscape component in the CMP,
descriptions of the built attribute's existing
condition along with references within the
Designation By-law are presented. The
descriptions are followed by a conservation
strategy and an Intervention Summary Table

outlining short (5 years), medium (10 years),
and long term conservation measures for the
attribute. Conservation principles and expertise
requirements are provided.
With regards to the Telescope building,
structural components supporting this large
instrument such as foundation, exterior
cladding, doors and steps, and some interior
elements such as the staircase and catwalks
are included in the Built Heritage section.
Maintenance cycle, technical repairs, and other
functional aspects of the Telescope as a
mechanical instrument and artefact, however,
will be discussed in the Telescope section.

Administration Building vestibule marble inlay
Town of Richmond Hill
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1.3 Structure of the Conservation Management Plan
1.3.3

The Telescope

Of the three heritage components in the DDO
Conservation Management Plan, the
development of a conservation strategy for the
Telescope is the most challenging.
The determination of how the Telescope would
be maintained in order to prevent deterioration
requires qualified persons with considerable
knowledge of the Telescope and its operation to
develop a maintenance and operational manual
for the instrument.
The development of a maintenance and
operational manual for the Telescope is an
important step towards the conservation and
protection of this instrument. The Telescope
maintenance and operational manual would be
a document that would be adopted by Council
and act as a companion document to the
Conservation Management Plan.
A.S.
Town of Richmond Hill
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Aerial Photo 1936

UTARM

Aerial Photo 1936

UTARM

2.1 Overview of Cultural Heritage Landscape
The Reasons for Heritage Designation in Bylaw
100-09, Schedule 'A', begin with a description of
the David Dunlap property and lists the
individual components that make up this
important cultural heritage landscape.
The description of the heritage landscape
includes the collection of the two observatory
buildings, Elms Lea, and the Radio Shack. It
also describes other features that are
specifically found within the landscape setting.
These include “the natural topographic rise and
earthwork enhancements, the designed landscaping associated with the Administration
Building; the vestigial landscape elements and
plantings associated with Elms Lea and the
University of Toronto's Forestry experimental
tree plantation”. The description of the
individual landscape components that follows is
the basis for an evaluation of their subsequent
cultural value.
Town of Richmond Hill

The Statement of Cultural Value clearly and
succinctly summarizes the overall configuration
of the cultural landscape. “Its cultural heritage
landscape is comprised of a 19th century
farmstead overlain with the University of
Toronto's remarkable astronomical research
campus.” The key words in this description are
the idea that this landscape is made up of
different layers, with each having cultural value.
One of the two layers on this particular site is the
19th century agricultural layer which is evident
in the field pattern, fence rows, tree lines,
laneway, remnant orchard and Elms Lea itself,
which was used as the residence for the
Observatory director. The second layer is the
Observatory layer; a designed landscape
constructed beginning in the 1930's and added
to over a number of years.

10

A Scientific Campus
A key word in this description of cultural value is
the word 'campus'. A campus by its nature is a
designed landscape that has a specific
purpose. A campus is traditionally laid out to
facilitate a functionality of buildings around an
ordered core and a landscape that is a retreat or
a space where intellectual activities and
discoveries may take place separate from the
ordinary urban context. The idea of a layered
campus is an apt description of the cultural
landscape at the David Dunlap Observatory.

David Dunlap Observatory: Conservation Management Plan
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2.1 Overview of Cultural Heritage Landscape
Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
The ongoing planning for the future for the
Dunlap Observatory requires a clear
understanding of the location, scope, condition
and material of the various individual
components that make up the cultural heritage
landscape. In order to facilitate a thorough
inventory of the individual components, the site
has been evaluated using the terminology that
is included in Parks Canada, Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada, a Parks Canada document
that is considered a best practices document in
the field of heritage conservation describing
standards and guidelines for conservation.
The Standards and Guidelines were developed
in 2003-2004 by Parks Canada staff with input
from public service and private practitioners in
Town of Richmond Hill

the heritage field. While the document was
initially intended for application to federal
properties it was soon taken up by
municipalities and the private sector as the
summary of the best practices in heritage
conservation.
The document contains a
section of key definitions such as conservation,
preservation, restoration and rehabilitation, as
well as recommended and not recommended
actions for interventions affecting built and
landscape resources.

evidence, respect for the original location,
respect for historic material (minimal
intervention), respect for original fabric, respect
for the building's history, reversibility, legibility,
and maintenance.
The Conservation
Management Plan contains recommendations
for the ongoing maintenance of the site
following the conservation principles explained
in these federal and provincial documents.

In Ontario, the Ministry of Culture issued an Info
Sheet in 2007 which outlines 8 Guiding
Principles in the Conservation of Built Heritage
Properties.
These guiding principles are consistent with the
approach outlined in the Standards and
Guidelines such as respect for documentary

11
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New Landscaping 1959
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2.1 Overview of Cultural Heritage Landscape
Context
With many layers of past activity from First
Nations use to 19th century farming, the David
Dunlap property consists of a wealth of cultural
landscape features. Added in 1935, the
Observatory layer was built on earlier features
that include circulation patterns, landform, and
vegetation creating a uniquely functioning
scientific campus.
From its inception, the intent of the Observatory
layer was to provide separation from the
surrounding context. In 1935, the context was a
rural landscape with lot lines following the 19th
century survey grid. This geometry was further
divided by agricultural practices that created an
orderly pattern of fields and woodlots. Over
time the surrounding rural landscape changed
dramatically to one now dominated by urban
residential development. As a result, the
Town of Richmond Hill

cultural landscape or the DDO landscape
contrasts significantly from its surroundings.
Significant Features
During the early years of the Observatory, the
vegetation pattern of tree lines, fence rows, and
woodlots which are remnants of the agricultural
period, were retained and enhanced with new
planting. This work was done as part of the
designed landscape which was added to the
property for new purposes such as screening,
aesthetics, and research. Planting commenced
right away in order to define the area as a
special place. Today the site benefits from the
maturing landscape design. Upon entering the
site, visitors experience a sense of discovery.
Together, the cultural landscape features
create a unique setting for the Observatory
complex.
12
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U of T Forestry Plan 1958

UTARM
Aerial Photo 1930’s

UTARM

2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Character Defining Features
The following components are the character
defining features found within the David Dunlap
Observatory grounds.
Please refer to the historical photographs
provided in the upcoming pages.
2.2.1

Land Pattern

The overall arrangement of the land pattern is
defined by two layers.
The first layer is the 19th century agricultural
grid and it includes the former laneway, the
existing tree lines, fence rows, and the
agricultural fields. The north-south orientation
of the grid is aligned with Yonge Street and
Bayview Avenue. This alignment is highly
visible in the organization of the open spaces
and field patterns.

Town of Richmond Hill

The second layer contains the Observatory
complex. The buildings and vegetation are
uniquely aligned on cardinal points. The
geometry of the Observatory layer extends to
the layout of the former research plots planted
by Observatory staff, and to the walkway which
links the administration building with the Radio
Shack.
The nursery plantings along Bayview Avenue
follow the agricultural geometry although
planted by Observatory staff.
Refer to Items 1, 2(a)(b), 3(b) within By-law No.
100-09.

13
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2.2. Key Defining Features Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Historic Photos showing Character Defining Features

Aerial Photo 1930’s
UTARM
The construction site is visible in the rural landscape with its connecting lane ways.
Cultivated fields surround groups of trees at Elms Lea and along fence lines

Aerial Photo 1935
New laneways link the existing lane with the new buildings.

Town of Richmond Hill
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2.2. Key Defining Features Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Historic Photos showing Character Defining Features

The Observatory and Administration Building under construction. The 1933 photo
highlights the regrading of the site raising the elevation at each building.
UTARM

The 1933 view along the former lane from Yonge St. reveals the higher elevation of
the Observatory site and the grouping of trees reveal the location of Elms Lea.
UTARM

Town of Richmond Hill
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Character Defining Features

Land Pattern Map
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Observatory sits on a knoll

WSLA

Architect’s sketch 1933

UTARM

Raised road bed and ditch

WSLA

Donalda Drive

WSLA

2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Character Defining Features
2.2.2

Landform

Originally selected for its topography, major
earthworks were completed on the site to further
enhance the natural knoll that was chosen for
the Observatory. As a result the Observatory is
located on the highest portion of the site. A
formal podium or raised terrace was created for
the Administration Building in order to increase
its prominence in the landscape.
The higher elevations on which the Observatory
and Administration Building sit are designed to
create views both within the site and out to the
surrounding context.

When the driveway, known as Donalda Drive,
was added from Hillsview Drive, there was
regrading of the route creating drainage ditches
on either side of the crowned drive. As a result
the driveway is on a raised bed which extends
towards Elms Lea where the new drive
connects to a former driveway from Yonge
Street. This becomes part of the designed
landscape as it reinforces the viewpoints of the
arrival experience.
Refer to Items 1, 2(b), 3(a) within By-law No.
100-09.

The defining changes that were made to
accommodate the buildings and circulation
include the contours, slopes and drainage
swales along the entrance drive.

Town of Richmond Hill
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Character Defining Features

Land Form and Spatial Organization Map
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2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape

Aerial Photo

TRCA

Character Defining Features
2.2.3

Spatial Organization (Scale)

The spatial arrangement of the landscape is
defined by four buildings and the functional
basis in which they have been laid out. Elms
Lea, the Observatory, the Radio Shack, and the
Administration Building have been situated in
relation to each other and as a result, function
as an integrated complex serving the needs and
function of the Observatory. The Beaux Arts
design intent of the site is apparent in the
existing axial layout of the walkways, plantings,
buildings, and circulation.

The buildings, because of their size and height
are further enhanced by their elevated settings
and dominated the wide open spaces of the
property during its early years. Over time the
designed landscape has evolved and today the
true scale of the buildings is evident within the
core area.
Refer to Items 1, 2(b), 3(b) within By-law No.
100-09.

Today the site contains open space in a campus
like setting in the cultural heritage precinct and
in the former fields throughout the site. The
vegetation massing provides both open and
sheltered experiences for visitors.

Town of Richmond Hill

Architect’s model 1933
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Large specimen trees in landscape

WSLA

Evergreen plantations with little understorey

WSLA

Renewed vegetation at Plantations

WSLA

2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Character Defining Features
2.2.4

Vegetation: Observatory Layer

The existing vegetation of the property includes
tree lines, fence rows, plantations and plots
(planted by the University of Toronto and David
Dunlap Observatory staff), specimen trees,
ornamental beds and a backdrop of
vegetation/screening that establishes the
current character of the property.
Refer to Items 1, 2(a)(b), 3(b) within By-law No.
100-09.
There is a considerable amount of vegetation
on the property that relates to two distinct
periods of significance, the farming period and
the later Observatory layer. The Observatory
layer includes plantings undertaken by
Observatory staff with the assistance of the U of
T Forestry Department. The vegetation that is
on the site consists of deliberately planted
materials that were added for specific
Town of Richmond Hill

purposes. Other areas have been naturalized
over time and are now a collection of unplanned
growth of both native and non-native trees,
shrubs, and herbaceous materials.
The deliberately planted materials on the site
include ornamental beds at the buildings and
the elliptical island, evergreen plantations,
mixed evergreen and deciduous tree lines, a
remnant orchard of apple trees and individual
ornamental specimens planted for design
purposes throughout the Observatory complex.
Each of the vegetation components contributes
different aspects to the cultural landscape.
One of the major features of the site is the
evergreen plantations that have been planted
on the highest point of land immediately north of
the Observatory. These trees form a wide
dense vegetation buffer which separates the
20

interior of the site from the exterior boundary.
The plantation of evergreen trees, spruce and
pine create a year round back drop for the
Observatory and provide, in a functional way,
an important screen to ambient light from
adjacent urban areas.
Historically, the Observatory staff trimmed the
trees at the edge of the plantation. The trees
that were closest to the Observatory were
trimmed to ensure that the sight line 15-20
degrees above the horizon (measured from the
Observatory floor) was not obstructed by
growth. In the past few years this trimming has
not been undertaken although there is evidence
of past pruning in the tree canopies.
Immediately west of Donalda Drive is further
plantation planting as well as a dense wooded
area consisting of mature deciduous trees and
David Dunlap Observatory: Conservation Management Plan
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Plots of regularly spaced trees in rows

WSLA

Evergreen boundary at Observatory

WSLA

Specimen plantings

WSLA

2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Character Defining Features
a dense understorey of primarily deciduous
shade tolerant shrubs and trees saplings. This
wooded area contains the large shade trees
visible in the historic photo of the early years of
the Observatory. These trees were part of the
tree collection of the agricultural layer.
This vegetation is an important backdrop to the
view west from the Administration building
looking across the centre island and terminating
at the edge of the curvilinear driveway.
When the visitor arrives and enters along the
curvilinear drive, the vegetation on both sides of
the driveway frames and terminates the view.
There are evergreen and deciduous trees with
understorey plant material growing in close
proximity to the edge. With this close proximity,
it is not possible to see beyond the curve in the
road and when the visitor arrives at the core of
the site, the vegetation opens up on the east
Town of Richmond Hill

side of the curvilinear driveway allowing an
axial view through to the Administration
building. This is part of the original design
intent for the formal landscape west of the
Administrative building. It enhances the sense
of discovery as the visitor arrives in the core
area. The curve in the road also prevents
headlight glare entering the core area from
approaching vehicles.
In addition to the pine plantation and the
woodlot surrounding the core area, there are
extensive plantings of deliberately established
nursery plots across the centre of the property.
These were planted by Observatory staff under
the direction of the U of T Forestry Department.
The purpose of the plantings, of native and nonnative species, was to evaluate the success of a
variety of tree species in these growing
conditions and to determine which species
would be appropriate for screening and
21

buffering. These trees are all planted in a
distinctive alignment that parallels the cardinal
geometry of the Observatory complex.
Additional nursery plantings located beyond the
Designated Cultural Heritage Landscape were
undertaken and were accessed from Bayview
Avenue. These were also undertaken by
Observatory staff. In this case, however, the
geometry of the alignment did not follow the
remainder of the Observatory layer but these
plants were installed parallel to Bayview
Avenue. This area is not part of the designated
cultural heritage landscape, but do not provide
a distinctive buffer between the arterial road
and the DDO site itself.
In addition to the large vegetation massing of
woodlot and plantation, there are individual
plantings that would be expected with
institutional buildings, primarily the
David Dunlap Observatory: Conservation Management Plan
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Historic view towards Yonge Street UTARM

View across western field to fence row

WSLA

2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Character Defining Features
Administration Building and the Observatory.
The plantings consist of ornamental shrubs and
small trees in planting beds along the
foundation and particularly at the entrance
walkway and stairs and around the elliptical
island.
2.2.5

Vegetation: Agricultural Layer

The agricultural layer was found on the site
when the Observatory was constructed. One of
the other significant vegetation features of the
site includes the mature fence rows. There are
fence rows that run east/west and north/south,
existing remnants from the agricultural period.
These fence rows contain a mix of deciduous
trees, shrubs, and herbaceous material and are
important cultural landscape features which
outline the former fields.

Town of Richmond Hill

There are several vegetation features that date
from the argricultural period and have been
retained and integrated in the Observatory
landscape design. One of the features is a tree
line of larches which highlight the former
laneway to Young Street. These trees planted
by U of T indicate the selection of a new species
used in the traditional manner to demarcate the
entrance drive. Historically farm lanes were
lined with Norway spruce or maple.
An earlier example of the Norway spruce tree
line is found immediately west of Elms Lea.
There is another tree line consisting of a row of
Norway spruce and row of maple. These trees
are extremely mature and date from the middle
period of the farm. Historically, Norway spruce
was planted in the late 19th century throughout
Ontario farm country.

22

Historic map

UTARM

Another component of the agricultural layer
is the remnant orchard which is located
south of Elms Lea.
It consists of a
collection of very mature fruit trees that are
today within an overgrown area of native
and non-native vegetation.

David Dunlap Observatory: Conservation Management Plan
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Character Defining Features

Vegetation Inventory Map
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Observatory sits on a knoll

WSLA

Sheltered view along entrance drive

WSLA

View west across the Elliptical bed

WSLA

2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Character Defining Features
2.2.6

Viewscapes

The original layout of the Observatory creates
specific views directly linking the buildings. A
key view is from the Observatory to Elms Lea
and the Administration Building.
Another
important view is from Elms Lea to the
Observatory and the Administration Building.
The aerial photo of 1935 illustrates the view
across the open space between Elms Lea, the
Observatory and the Administration building.
This open space was subject to the planting of
individual specimen trees that reinforce a park
like setting. This condition generally remains
today although the maturity of the large shade
trees filters the long view from the Observatory
to Elms Lea. Another aspect of these randomly
placed variety of specimens is that they define
the central core area by blocking views to the
south and east.

Town of Richmond Hill

Another key view is the east-west view across
the elliptical bed to the Administration Building
from the entrance drive. This view was created
in the 1960's formalizing the sight line indicated
in the original design plans.
Continuing east from the Administration
Building is the framed view of the Radio Shack
and Antenna.
This view has become
increasingly narrowed as the vegetation
matures but reinforces the geometry underlying
the alignment of the Observatory operations.
Refer to Items 1, 2(b), 3(a)(b) within By-law No.
100-09.
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Character Defining Features

Viewscapes Map
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Designed landscape walkway axis

WSLA

Elliptical Island looking north

WSLA

2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
Character Defining Features
2.2.7

Circulation

The circulation system is a key contributing
landscape characteristic of the Observatory
site. Included within it is a former lane to Yonge
Street that is clearly defined by an existing row
of deliberately planted larch trees.
A direct lane from Elms Lea was used in the
1930's to connect to a parking area in front of
the Administration Building. This is evident in
the 1935 aerial photo. In the 1950's, the
parking area was relocated south of the
Administration Building and the elliptical garden
was installed. The photo also reveals two other
curvilinear routes linking Elms Lea with the
Observatory, one following the route of the
original farm lane east to Bayview Avenue.
The elliptical island was built in 1959 and
illustrates Kepler's 2nd Law of Planetary Motion

Town of Richmond Hill

with a walkway on axis through the center from
the sun dial to the Observatory. The flagstone
walkway narrows as it get closer to the sundial
to illustrate that planet's orbits increase in
speed as they approach the sun. Two asphalt
arrows in the lawn indicate the direction of the
orbit. The island, with its sundial, flagstone walk
and asphalt arrows, the curved hedge, and the
flag pole are located in front of the
Administration Building represent an
interpretation of the original Beaux Arts design
intent. They continue the formal layout and
cosmological orientation established from the
outset.
In the early 1960's, a curvilinear driveway from
Hillsview Drive was constructed to ensure that
the Observatory was not affected by the
approach of urbanization. The curvilinear
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driveway leads through dense wooded areas
on both sides which shortens the views and
provides visitors with a sense of discovery as
they enter the core area of the site.
In addition to the driveway and parking area,
there is an asphalt path to the Radio Shack.
This path leads from a set of stairs from the east
side of the Administration building. The west
side of the Administration building contains a
formal entrance stair with flagstone landings.
The Observatory entrance walk contains
several stone steps to set in the sloped walk to
gain the elevation from driveway to the front
door.
Refer to Items 1, 2(b), 3(b)(f) within By-law No.
100-09.
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Circulation Map
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2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
2.2.8

The Cultural Heritage Precinct

The character defining features and heritage
attributes found within the David Dunlap
Observatory grounds are the foundation for the
site’s unique cultural heritage. Defined by the
arrangement and location of these features is
an area or precinct that comprises significant
cultural heritage attributes directly associated
with the Observatory, the Administration
Building, Elms Lea, and the Radio Shack.

of the agricultural landscape into which the
designed landscape of the Observatory context
was inserted. The resulting integration of both
working landscapes has created a unique
campus. The heritage attributes of the property
have been previously described and using
these individual on-site components, a
comprehensive picture of the cultural
landscape has emerged.

In order to retain / preserve the wealth of cultural
landscape features located on the David
Dunlap property, it is imperative that future
alterations are compatible with the
conservation of the key attributes.

The David Dunlap Observatory Lands Planning
and Conservation Management Study
(January 2010) identified a Cultural Heritage
Conservation Area within the Designated
Cultural Landscape. By reviewing the interrelationships amongst the various attributes
within the landscape, as well as the thematic,
spatial, and experiential conditions identified in
the Designating By-law 100-09, the Cultural
Heritage Conservation Area is now further

The cultural heritage landscape of the DDO
contains a wide variety of cultural landscape
resources that visually interpret for the visitor
the evolution of the site. The base layer consists
Town of Richmond Hill
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articulated and delineated with appropriate
buffer areas. It is identified as the “Cultural
Heritage Precinct” in this plan.
The Cultural Heritage Precinct contains the
concentration of the significant cultural
features associated with the core
Observatory campus as well as a series of
buffer areas. These buffer areas maintain
the integrity of the landscape as a whole,
and ensure that heritage attributes such as
view sheds and physical approaches are
maintained and in some cases enhanced.
Key refinements to the Cultural Heritage
Precinct include:
? Buffer areas defined to enhance the

sense of campus-like setting and to
protect view sheds;
David Dunlap Observatory: Conservation Management Plan
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2.2 Key Defining Attributes of the DDO Cultural Heritage Landscape
? Inclusion of the planted trees west of

Donalda Drive;
? The precinct presented as a “discovery”
rather than a “showcase”; and
? The inclusion of ornamental trees in the open
space portion of the precinct.
The precinct is bounded on the north and west
by the vegetation of the spruce and pine
plantations and woodlands and includes the
driveway entrance. On the west and south it
incorporates the tree lined former farm lane, the
spruce / maple tree line and the orchard setting
of Elms Lea, and the large variety of specimen
trees located in a meadow campus setting. It
also includes fence lines on the southeast of
Elms Lea and all the research plots planted by
the Observatory staff under the direction of the
Forestry Department that run towards the
centre of the site creating the eastern boundary
of the cultural heritage precinct.
Town of Richmond Hill

Within this precinct there are additional
attributes related to the landscape that are to be
conserved. These include the space between
the Administration building, the Radio Shack,
Elms Lea and the Observatory. The potential
spaciousness of this interior open space
contains many unique characteristics and
inappropriate alteration to this core area would
result in a significant loss and impact on
heritage resources.
The identified topography pattern of the
curvilinear driveway, the views to and from the
Observatory and Elms Lea, the landscape
accents of the centre island and the cardinal
alignment of all the Observatory buildings are
an integral part of the cultural landscape.

Boundary and Buffer Delineation
The boundary of the Cultural Heritage Precinct
has been established in such a way that the
cultural heritage resources are kept intact. Any
new facilities that are added within this area
should be limited and carefully sited to avoid
disrupting the connectivity of the open space.
To protect the boundary of the Cultural Heritage
Precinct, a buffer area of varying widths is
provided. In some areas the boundary is to
contain new planting to prevent views into any
secondary development. In other cases, the
buffer is to be used as an area where new
planting may occur to reinforce the vegetative
edge and its sustainability of the existing
plantations and wooded areas.
The buffer width varies depending on the site
conditions and its purpose.
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Character Defining Features Summary

Cultural Heritage Precinct Map
with Buffer and Setback
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2.3 Conservation Principles and Standards
2.3.1

Application of the Conservation Principles for Cultural Landscapes

The cultural landscape approach allows for an
appreciation of the significance of the entire
collection of designed features and attributes of
the David Dunlap site which are more
significant when considered together rather
than as individual features.
It allows for a consideration of the designed,
associative, and contextual values that may be
imbedded in the site.
Selecting an appropriate strategy for
conservation is based on an understanding of
the nature of the property itself. The following
terms and definitions are taken from the
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada by Parks Canada.
Conservation
Conservation is an umbrella term which allows
Town of Richmond Hill

several courses of action from preservation to
restoration and rehabilitation.
Preservation
Preservation limits the amount of change that
occurs on the property and essentially allows it
to continue in its current state. Preservation is
the appropriate strategy for the cultural
landscape features located on this site and
concentrated in the Cultural Heritage Precinct
because of their significance, completeness
and integrity.
Restoration
Restoration is the addition of features that are
now missing but which are known to have
existed on site because of documented
evidence. The addition of these features would
allow for a better appreciation of the functioning
of the original site.
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Restoration of missing features is not generally
applicable on this property because of the
intactness of the existing cultural resources.
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation acknowledges that it is
necessary to accommodate new uses on the
site. It lays out the strategy to integrate heritage
character and fabric in planning for the future.
Rehabilitation allows for additions and
removals.
Plans for rehabilitation must
consider compatibility with and the protection of
the significant cultural landscape features for
the DDO property.
There are select locations within the designated
cultural landscape where new additions to the
site may be undertaken provided of course the
additions are compatible with the protection of
the cultural heritage resources.
David Dunlap Observatory: Conservation Management Plan
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2.3 Conservation Principles and Standards
Integrity and Completeness
When considering conservation principles, the
notion of integrity, completeness, and
intactness of the heritage resources is
important.
The David Dunlap Observatory site contains a
large number of heritage resources with a high
level of integrity. Because of this, the assessment of any proposed changes to the DDO
lands must consider minimal intervention and
protection of the heritage resources.
Condition
Another consideration relevant to conservation
planning is the condition of the existing
attributes. Condition is usually a reversible
quality and it is not a measure of heritage value.
A site may in fact be in very poor condition
because of its maturity or lack of maintenance
but it may still retain a high level of integrity and
heritage value.
Town of Richmond Hill

The majority of the heritage landscape
resources on site are in good condition despite
a reduction in maintenance activities in recent
years. The Conservation Management Plan
contains recommendations for ongoing and
regular maintenance activities to address the
condition of the heritage resources and their
setting.
In the case of the David Dunlap Observatory
site, there is a collection of buildings and
settings that at the present time are
demonstrating a high level of integrity as well as
a generally acceptable condition. While there
are elements that have declined during the past
years when the site had not been maintained to
the same degree as in earlier times, these
conditions can be reversed through
maintenance practices.
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2.3.2

Appropriate Interventions

Determining which if any of the conservation
interventions are appropriate for this site is
based on the nature of the resources
themselves. Since this site is particularly intact,
preservation is the appropriate intervention for
the western portion of the site designated under
the Ontario Heritage Act. For the entire David
Dunlap Observatory property however, it is
acknowledged that the period of the University
of Toronto management of the site from 1935 to
2008 has ended. New opportunities exist for
parts of the site that do not contain significant
cultural heritage resources, subject to
developing plans guided by the Standards and
Guidelines which represent best practices in
the heritage conservation field.
By-Law No. 100-09, a by-law to authorize the
Designation of 123 Hillsview Drive (David
Dunlap Observatory) under the Ontario
Heritage Act, has identified specific attributes
related to the cultural landscape.
Town of Richmond Hill

The following sections describe in detail which
of the Standards are relevant to this site and
how they will be used to assess changes
proposed for the lands and buildings. The
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada is a framework for
future decision making for the David Dunlap
Observatory grounds.
This document identifies 14 standards that
should be considered. The following section
identifies the relevant standards and their
application to the site.
“The following standards are not presented in a
sequential or hierarchical order and should be
given equal consideration. All standards for any
given type of treatment must be applied
simultaneously to all any proposed works”.
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1. Conserve the heritage value of a historic
place. Do not remove, replace, or
substantially alter its intact or repairable
character-defining elements. Do not move a
part of a historic place if its current location
is a character-defining element.
The David Dunlap Observatory is a unique
campus of buildings organized by its former
agricultural history and interconnected on a
distinctive alignment of cardinal points. This
complex of resources includes the Observatory,
the Administration building, the Radio Shack
and Elms Lea. Plantations, research plots,
specimen plantings, tree lines, fencerows and
formal foundation plantings. All are important
contributors to this setting and should remain in
situ, intact, and protected. Relocation of the
Radio Shack or any other buildings is not
recommended.
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2.3 Conservation Principles and Standards
2. Conserve changes to a historic place
which, over time, have become characterdefining elements in their own right.
There are two significant layers of activity on
this site, the agricultural era and the
Observatory era. The Observatory layer itself
contains two periods of activity – its opening in
1935 and in 1959-60, when the new curvilinear
road was constructed and the elliptical island
was installed. These changes that have been
added on-site have become character defining
elements in their own right and should be
retained and protected.
3. Conserve heritage value by adopting an
approach calling for minimal intervention.
The existing character defining elements
remain in good condition and as such, any
Town of Richmond Hill

actions that result in the physical change to any
elements within the site should be avoided.
Preservation of existing material and renewal
planting with similar species should be carried
out to ensure the continuation of the organic
components of the landscape.

Removal of mature vegetation in poor condition
and replanting with plant material in the same
alignment, species and patterns, allows for the
continuation of the landscape features while
acknowledging the original trees have been
replaced with new vegetation.

4. Recognize each historic place as a
physical record of its time, place, and use.
Do not create a false sense of historical
development by adding elements from other
historic places or other properties or by
combining features of the same property
that never coexisted.

5. Find a use for a historic place that
requires minimal or no change to its
character-defining elements.
Ongoing operation of the Observatory building
and telescope is the ideal arrangement for the
core precinct.

The property exhibits recognizable layers from
different periods of its past. New additions to the
site should be compatible with and
distinguishable from the existing fabric.
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6. Protect and, if necessary, stabilize a
historic place until any subsequent
intervention is undertaken. Protect and
preserve archaeological resources in
place. Where there is potential for
disturbance of archaeological resources,
take mitigation measures to limit damage
and loss of information.

Fortunately, the majority of the built heritage
and cultural landscape features are intact and
require repair rather than replacement. For
example, the sundial base and the asphalt
arrows within the Elliptical Garden could be
repaired retaining original fabric as much as
possible.

Prior to finalization of any plans for alterations,
archaeology resources should be integrated
into the planning process.

8. Maintain character-defining elements on
an ongoing basis. Repair characterdefining elements by reinforcing their
materials using recognized conservation
methods. Replace in kind any extensively
deteriorated or missing parts of characterdefining elements, where there are
surviving prototypes.

7. Evaluate the existing condition of
character-defining elements to determine
the appropriate intervention needed. Use
the gentlest means possible for any
intervention.
Respect heritage value
when undertaking an intervention.

Town of Richmond Hill

recommendations for ongoing care of the
cultural heritage features. Replanting will
be required and, seasonal, and cyclical
tasks that respect characteristics such as
the habit, form, and context of the historic
vegetation are recommended. New
planting should match the original except
where there are specific problems such as
Emerald Ash Borer that prevent replanting
with the same species.
All plant material should be monitored.
Tree care activities should adhere to
current arboriculture standards and
practices. Maintaining and stabilizing
vegetation with propagation, corrective
pruning, and structural re-enforcement may
also be required as the vegetation ages.

In maintaining the existing character of the site,
the Conservation Management Plan includes
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9. Make any intervention needed to preserve
character-defining elements physically and
visually compatible with the historic place,
and identifiable upon close inspection.
Document any intervention for future
reference.
The historical research of the David Dunlap
Observatory site has provided substantial
documentation of the character defining
elements. Ongoing management of the
property should take into account the historical
records regarding the site and continue with the
practice of documentation.
Additional Standards Relating to Rehabilitation:
10. Repair rather than replace characterdefining elements. Where characterdefining elements are too severely
deteriorated to repair, and where sufficient
Town of Richmond Hill

physical evidence exists, replace them with
new elements that match the forms,
materials and detailing of sound versions of
the same elements. Where there is
insufficient physical evidence, make the
form, material and detailing of the new
elements compatible with the character of
the historic place.

Within the defined area of the culturalheritage
precinct no new works are recommended.
However in the future, new buildings may be
required to accommodate visitor amenities
such as washrooms or an orientation centre.
Design and placement of any new structures
should be distinguishable from the original
fabric and located so key views are not affected.

Any alterations or repair of heritage fabric must
ensure the character defining attributes are
protected.

The approach to future additions such as new
structures should provide a sense of discovery
The current narrow cross section with surface
drainage ditches, vegetation located close to
the road edge, and no curbs should be
maintained. Any new road construction within
or approaching the precinct must be designed
to ensure there is no impact of vehicle
headlights on the Observatory.

11. Conserve the heritage value and
character-defining elements when creating
any new additions to a historic place or any
related new construction. Make the new
work physically and visually compatible
with, subordinate to, and distinguishable
from the historic place.
36
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12. Create any new additions or related new
construction so that the essential form and
integrity of a historic place will not be
impaired if the new work is removed in the
future.
Within the defined area of the Cultural Heritage
Precinct no new additions or related new
construction are recommended. However in the
future, additions may be required to
accommodate site amenities and in this case,
they should be designed in a complimentary
and subordinate manner that draws a clear
distinction between what is historic and what is
new. Future additions should be located within
the outlying edges of the Cultural Heritage
Precinct where they will not be visible from the
core. Future additions should also be smaller in
scale than the heritage buildings and should be

Town of Richmond Hill

sited in order to permit access from the
perimeter of the site.
The following additional standards relate to
restoration and are not applicable to the David
Dunlap Observatory cultural landscape.
However they serve to reinforce the general
application of managing the heritage attributes
of the DDO site.

14. Replace missing features from the
restoration period with new features whose
forms, materials, and detailing are based on
sufficient physical, documentary, and/or
oral evidence.

13. Repair rather than replace characterdefining elements from the restoration
period. Where character-defining elements
are too severely deteriorated to repair and
where sufficient physical evidence exists,
replace them with new elements that match
the forms, materials and detailing of sound
versions of the same elements.
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2.3.3

Other Considerations

Health and Safety
Adequate lighting and natural surveillance of
pathways and key elements within the cultural
landscape precinct is recommended as per
current Crime Prevention Standards Through
Environmental Design (CPTED). Maturing
existing vegetation should be inventoried
annually within the core precinct and adhere to
current arboriculture standards and practices.
Maintaining, stabilizing vegetation, corrective
pruning, and structural re-enforcement may be
required.
Accessibility
Within the designated cultural heritage
landscape, accessibility upgrades should be
done in such a way that character-defining
elements are conserved and protected.
Town of Richmond Hill

For example, the addition of trails to improve
accessibility should be carefully sited and
detailed in order to mitigate any impact on the
root zone of the adjacent vegetation. Site
upgrades such as this are to be installed with
minimal impact to the designated cultural
landscape.
Energy Efficiency
Retaining and maintaining the defining
elements such as fence rows, tree lines and
plantations perform passive energy conserving
functions and moderate the effects of climate
on of the David Dunlap Observatory site.
These identified elements should be retained
and enhanced with replanting strategies and
long term management.
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Creating a network of pedestrian trails
throughout the site and integrating it with the
rest of the community also enhances
sustainability.
Environmental Considerations
Protecting the character defining plantations,
fence rows, and specimen plantings in such a
way that they support environmental objectives
is recommended. Protecting significant bird
habitat or providing linkages between natural
resource ares is recommended where the
cultural heritage elements can be preserved
and heritage value maintained.
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2.3.4

Future Development on Lands Adjacent to the Cultural Heritage Precinct

In order to protect the views experienced from
within the site, consideration must be given to
future development on the adjacent lands.
To prevent future adjacent development from
being viewed from within the Cultural Heritage
Precinct the location, height, massing and
screening of future development on
adjacentland should be carefully planned.
Where existing vegetation acts as a buffer, such
as the north-east area of the Cultural Heritage
Precinct around the Observatory, the vegetation
is to be retained and the buffer along its
perimeter planted to close any openings.
Buffer areas are recommended around the
perimeter of the Cultural Heritage Precinct. The
purpose of the buffer area is to create a setback
from any new structures, to allow for retention of
Town of Richmond Hill

existing vegetation and replanting of new
vegetation to provide protection for existing
wooded areas within the precinct and to provide
screening of areas outside the precinct.
Vegetation buffers to block views into and out of
the site are proposed. No structures are
permitted within the vegetation buffers, which
are to be planted with deciduous and coniferous
trees, under storey shrubs and ground cover,
creating a healthy edge to the perimeter woods.
A 30m wide vegetation buffer is required for
new plantings that are to be added in order to
block views from the Observatory to adjacent
development.
A 10m wide vegetation buffer is required to
protect existing vegetation.
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2.4 Cultural Landscape Attribute Management Tables
Each of the following attributes identified in the
cultural heritage landscape is referenced within
the Designation By-law, and is provided with
descriptions of its existing condition. These
attributes are organized depending on how they
contribute to the landscape as a whole, such as
circulation, vegetation, view-scape, and
topographical condition. The appropriate
conservation strategy for these attributes are
described in an attribute intervention table for
easy reference.
The table outlines appropriate short (5 years),
medium (10 years) and long-term conservation
measures as well as cyclical maintenance
direction for the feature, and expertise
requirements and conservation principles
specific to the features are also discribed.

Town of Richmond Hill
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2.4.1 Cultural Landscape Attribute Management Table: Vegetation
Each of the vegetation features described previously contributes to the cultural heritage landscape. The deliberately planted materials on the site include evergreen
plantations, plots, mixed evergreen and deciduous tree lines, a remnant orchard of apple trees and individual ornamental specimens planted at different periods of time but
integrated in the overall landscape design of the site. These vegetation features have been augmented by other vegetation which have also naturalized on the site and have
been deliberately integrated in the overall design. These features include the fencerows and woodlots.

Attributes

By-Law reference

Existing
Condition

Short Term
Intervention

Long Term Intervention

2

Cyclical
Maintenance

A
§ Identified within the list of
§ the former
§ retain former
§ on the north side adjacent to the § remove invasive
Larch tree line
cultural attributes which
farm laneway
laneway
wooded area establish a 10m
vegetation and
along original
express the
to Yonge St.
alignment and
buffer, on the south side
prune trees as
laneway from
associative/historical value of
lined with
existing tree line
adjacent to former field establish
required
Yonge Street
the Property: (a) landscape
regularly
§ consult certified
a 5m buffer. In both cases,
§ consult a certified
features such as the former
spaced larch.
arborist to
arborist to monitor
between the drip line and the
lane to Yonge Street, the line of
The north
remove invasive
overall health of
area of all development to
spruce which screen Elms Lea,
edge of the
vegetation and
existing trees.
protect the root zone and
the vestigial orchard to the
lane is defined
prune trees of
§ annually inspect
growing conditions of the
south of the house, the row of
by the edge of
any dead wood
for insect and
larches
§
hickories between the house
the wooded
§ as the tree line matures and
storm damage
and the field, the line of maples
area heavily
declines, remove all and replace
to the north of the lane and the
treed with ash
with large caliper plantings of
old field pattern, which, along
Larch in matching alignment and
with Elms Lea itself, represent
layout
the 19th century Marsh
§ remove invasive vegetation and
farmstead era of the property;
prune trees as required
B
Norway
spruce and
maple tree
line at Elms
Lea
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§

§ two rows of
§ retain existing
Identified within the list of
spruce and
tree lines
cultural attributes which
maple trees of § consult certified
express the
Elms Lea
arborist to
associative/historical value of
located at
prune trees of
the Property: (a) landscape
any dead wood
front lawn
features such as the former
lane to Yonge Street, the line of
spruce which screen Elms Lea,
the vestigial orchard to the
south of the house, the row of
hickories between the house
and the field, the line of maples
to the north of the lane and the
old field pattern, which, along
with Elms Lea itself, represent
the 19th century Marsh
farmstead era of the property;
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establish a 30m buffer on west
§ prune trees as
and a portion of the east side
required
from drip line and all
§ consult a certified
development to protect the tree
arborist to monitor
line and add new vegetation
overall health of
within buffer to block views
existing trees.
§ maintain a 5m buffer on
§ annually inspect
remaining sides to any new
for insect and
storm damage
development to protect the root
zone
§ prune trees as required to
remove dead wood and
maintain form
§ as the trees mature and decline,
remove all and replant with
same species in same
alignment
§
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Attributes
C
Remnant
Orchard

By-Law Reference
§
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Short Term
Intervention

Existing Condition

Identified within the list of cultural
§ remnant apple
attributes which express the
orchard located
associative/historical value of the
south of Elms Lea
Property: (a) landscape features
such as the former lane to Yonge
Street, the line of spruce which
screen Elms Lea, the vestigial
orchard to the south of the house,
the row of hickories between the
house and the field, the line of
maples to the north of the lane and
the old field pattern, which, along
with Elms Lea itself, represent the
19th century Marsh farmstead era
of the property;

Long Term Intervention

Cyclical
Maintenance

retain existing fruit § on the north, east, and
§ remove invasive
trees
west sides adjacent to
vegetation and
§ remove invasive
the interior of the Cultural
prune trees as
vegetation
Heritage Precinct,
required
§ prune of any dead
establish a 5m buffer
§ consult a certified
wood
from the drip line to new
arborist to monitor
development to protect
overall health of
root zone
existing trees.
§ on the west, south, and
§ annually inspect
east sides adjacent to
for insect and
the outlying area
storm damage
establish a 30m buffer
from drip line and all
development to protect
the tree line and add
new vegetation within
buffer to block views
§ propagate historic apple
varieties with salvaged
gene stock to renew
orchard
§ remove trees as they
decline
§ install new trees in
matching alignment and
layout
§ prune as required
§
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Attributes

By-Law Reference

D
§ Identified within the list of cultural
Fence rows
attributes which express the
associative/historical value of the
Property: (a) landscape features
such as the former lane to Yonge
Street, the line of spruce which
screen Elms Lea, the vestigial
orchard to the south of the house,
the row of hickories between the
house and the field, fencerows
along the lot 42/43 boundary, the
line of maples to the north of the
lane and the old field pattern,
which, along with Elms Lea itself,
represent the 19th century Marsh
farmstead era of the property;
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Short Term
Intervention

Existing Condition
§

fencerows define
§ retain existing
the property and
vegetation
former field
§ remove invasive
patterns containing
vegetation and
a mix of deciduous
prune as required
trees, shrubs, and
herbaceous
material including
hawthorn, wild
apple and black
cherry
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Long Term Intervention

Cyclical
Maintenance

establish 5m buffer from § remove invasive
vegetation and
drip lines to all
prune trees as
development
required
§ re-vegetate tree line by
allowing naturalization to § consult a certified
arborist to monitor
occur
overall health of
§ remove invasive
existing trees.
vegetation and prune
§ annually inspect
trees as required
for insect and
storm damage
§
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2.4.1 Cultural Landscape Attribute Management Table: Vegetation
Attributes
E
Observatory
backdrop
plantations and
wooded areas

F
Research Plots

Town of Richmond Hill

By-Law Reference
§

§

Short Term
Intervention

Existing Condition

Identified within the
§ large group of pine
§ retain existing
§ retain existing plantations
list of cultural
and spruce
§ establish a 30m buffer along
vegetation
attributes which
plantations planted as § remove invasive
woodlot edge on outside
express the
backdrop to
perimeter with edge species
vegetation and
associative/historical
Observatory
prune as required
planted in buffer to restore
value of the Property: § large existing mixed
understorey to protect views
(h) the experimental
hardwood woodlot
through the plantation to
tree plantation
along curvilinear drive
adjacent lands, to provide
planted by University
shade, and to reduce wind
of Toronto’s Dept. of
impacts
Forestry as
§ ensure mature vegetation at
representing one of
Observatory does not
the founding
obstruct a sight line
objectives of the
measured 20 degrees from
facility, i.e., its use by
base of telescope
other academic
§ replant with similar species
disciplines.
and layout
§ F1 research plots of a
Identified within the
variety of species in
list of cultural
regular plots with
attributes which
uniform spaced rows
express the
of trees 1m on centre
associative/historical
and open space
value of the Property:
between plots in early
(h) the experimental
successional period
tree plantation
with tall herbaceous
planted by University
material, woody
of Toronto’s Dept. of
shrubs and saplings
Forestry as
located north east of
representing one of
Observatory
the founding
§ F2 linear research
objectives of the
plots located south
facility, i.e., its use by
east of Observatory
other academic
with woods on either
disciplines.
side

retain vegetation
and maintain 5m
buffer
§ F1 remove
invasive
vegetation and
establish open
meadow between
plots
§ F2 allow
continued
naturalization of
woods around
perimeter of plots
§
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Cyclical
Maintenance

Long Term Intervention
§

• prune vegetation
to ensure it does
not obstruct a
sight line
measured 20
degrees from
base of telescope
by regular pruning

establish a 5m buffer from the § F1, F2 remove
drip line to new development
invasive
to protect root zone
vegetation and
§ when plantings have matured
prune trees as
and are in decline remove all
required
and replace with same
species in similar layout
§ remove invasive vegetation
and prune trees as required
§
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2.4.1 Cultural Landscape Attribute Management Table: Vegetation
Attributes

By-Law Reference

Existing Condition

Short Term Intervention

G
Ornamental
Plantings at
Administration
Building and
Observatory

§

Identified within the list of
cultural attributes which
express the
associative/historical value of
the Property: (f) the complex
overall land pattern within the
identified area. The formal
geometry of the Beaux Arts
observatory core and the
curvilinear road network
containing all fields, lawns and
plantings;

§ mature overgrown

H
Specimen trees

§

Identified within the list of
cultural attributes which
express the associative /
historical value of the Property:
(f) the complex overall land
pattern within the identified
area. Comprised of the original
survey grid field pattern
overlain with the formal
geometry of the Beaux Arts
observatory core and the
curvilinear road network
containing all fields, lawns and
plantings;

§

Town of Richmond Hill

barberry hedge at
west side of
entrance court
§ ornamental trees
and shrubs at
Administration
Building west
facade

Long Term
Intervention

remove and replace
§ monitor and replant
mature barberry hedge
ornamental planting
west of the elliptical
beds as shrubs and
island with same
trees mature
variety and spacing
§ remove invasive
§ remove existing mature
vegetation and
trees close to building
prune trees as
foundations
required
§ replace ornamental
landscape with similar
species and ensure 2m
setback from
foundation
§

Cyclical
Maintenance
§

remove invasive
vegetation and
prune trees as
required

§ remove invasive
§ remove invasive
existing specimen § retain and protect
vegetation, prune
vegetation and
trees of a variety
campus setting
trees only as
prune trees as
of mature and
§ prune mature trees as
required
required
non native
required using good
arboricultural practices § as trees mature
species randomly
replace with same
to allow 1.5m clearance
located in
species
below crown for
campus setting
§ establish 30m buffer
retention of views
on exposed sides
between Observatory
from drip line and all
and Elms Lea
development to
§ add buffer at south
protect tree line and
edge with vegetation to
add new vegetation
maintain screening of
view to the south east,
within buffer to block
east and north east
views
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Vegetation Management Map
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2.4.2 Cultural Landscape Attribute Management Table: Views
The original layout of the Observatory creates specific views directly linking the buildings taking advantage of the topography on the site.
Attributes
Viewscapes

By-Law Reference
§

Identified within the list of
cultural
attributes/relationships
which express the
contextual value of the
Property: (b) the traditional
views to the west (toward
Yonge Street) from Elms Lea
and the Administration
Building and the views to the
Observatory Building and
the Administration Building
from the west (though now
partially obscured by mature
trees) reflecting the visual
prominence of the structures
situated at (the Observatory
Building, the Administration
Building) or near (Elms Lea)
the top of the knoll;

Short Term
Intervention

Existing Condition
§

§

§

§

§

§

§

the main views on the
site are from the
Observatory Building to
Elms Lea and the
Administration Building
the view to Radio Shack
and Antenna from
Administration Building
the view from Elms Lea
to Observatory with its
evergreen background
the view of Elms Lea to
the west over the former
field
the shortened views
along the entrance
driveway
the view along the former
lane that now terminates
at the end of the rail line
the view west from the
Administration building
terminating at the woods
west of the driveway

§

§

§

§

§

Town of Richmond Hill
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Long Term Intervention

Cyclical
Maintenance

retain all existing § replant specimen
§ replant specimen
views to and from
plantings in same
plantings in same
Observatory and
random placement
random
Elms Lea and
and spacing
placement and
open with limbing § replant all trees in a
spacing
up selected trees
manner that
§ replant all trees in
and removal of
duplicates pattern and
a manner that
invasive material
form
duplicates pattern
open view of
§ add new vegetation in
and form
Radio Shack from
setback area around
Administration
east of the Radio
Building with
Shack and south of
selective pruning
the parking lot and
and removal of
park like area with
invasive material
specimen trees to
retain view of
screen adjacent land
Observatory
building with
backdrop of
evergreen trees
retain view across
open park like
setting of
specimen trees
ensure
development on
adjacent lands is
not visible from
within the Cultural
Heritage
Landscape
Precinct
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Viewscape Management Map
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2.4.3 Cultural Landscape Attribute Management Table: Circulation
The existing vehicular circulation system for the property has access from Hillsview Drive, a driveway link to the Observatory and Administration building,
the parking lot and to Elms Lea. The current alignment is a combination of the driveway of 1959 and the original farm driveway. The existing vehicular
circulation pattern of the David Dunlap Observatory campus should remain separate and distinct from adjacent development. The pedestrian routes are
much less developed and consist of walkways to the Observatory and Administration Building from the parking area and entrance court and to the Radio
Shack. There is an opportunity to integrate pedestrian circulation linkages with the surrounding neighbourhood.
Attributes
A
Vehicular
Circulation

By-Law Reference
§

Town of Richmond Hill

Identified within the list of
cultural attributes which
express the
associative/historical value
of the Property: (g) Donalda
Drive, the curvilinear ‘new’
approach named to
commemorate the
Observatory’s patron
Jessica Donalda Dunlap;

Short Term
Intervention

Existing Condition

Long Term Intervention

2

Cyclical
Maintenance

§ A1 curvilinear driveway entering § retain existing
§ convert former farm § inspect road
from Hillsview Drive into
driveways and
lane to Yonge St into
surfaces and
Observatory grounds
parking
pedestrian path, and
establish
add new pedestrian
regular
§ retain existing
§ A2 driveway link to Elms Lea
linkages to
maintenance
alignment of all
§ A3 Administration building drop
surrounding areas
existing and
off around Elliptical garden
§ retain separate
former laneways
§ A4 parking area by Observatory
vehicular circulation
§ retain existing road
buildings
pattern from
profiles and
remaining lands
grades•
§ repair key features
of the elliptical
island garden,
repair sundial base
under the
guidance of a
conservator to
prevent water
infiltration
§ remove sod from
flagstone paver
joints, repair
asphalt directional
arrows with similar
material and layout
by removing
weeds, infilling
cracks and adding
top coat of asphal
§ ensure proposed
future crossings of
existing curvilinear
driveway or
access into
Cultural Heritage
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2.4.3 Cultural Landscape Attribute Management Table: Circulation
Attributes

By-Law Reference

Short Term
Intervention

Existing Condition

Long Term Intervention

Cyclical
Maintenance

Precinct are
consistent with
character of
existing driveway,
with surface
drainage ditches,
vegetation located
close to road edge,
and no curbs
§ ensure no lighting
or headlights are
directed toward the
Observatory

§ Identified within the list of
B
cultural attributes which
Pedestrian
express the
Circulation
associative/historical value

§ B1 walkway and steps to the
Observatory and to the
Administration building from the
Arrival Courtyard (there is no
of the property: (f) the
direct walkway between these
complex overall land pattern
buildings)
within the identified area.
§ B2 asphalt walkway from
Comprised of the original
Administration building to Radio
survey grid field pattern
Shack and Antenna
overlain with the formal
§ B3 remnant of former farm
geometry of the Beaux Arts
laneway from Elms Lea to
observatory core and the
Yonge now terminating at the
curvilinear road network
rail line, now turf covered
containing all fields, lawns
§ B4 Pathway from Elms Lea to
and plantings;
the parking area now turf
covered

Town of Richmond Hill
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§ retain and repair
existing walkways
and steps
§ retain existing
alignment of all
walkways
§ retain existing
walkway profiles
and grades
§ add accessible
route to
Observatory and
to Administration
Building in such a
way that is
sensitive to the
heritage features

§ resurface asphalt
walkway to Radio
Shack and Antenna

§ inspect
walkway
surfaces and
establish
regular
maintenance
and repair as
needed
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Circulation Management Map

Town of Richmond Hill
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2.4.4 Cultural Landscape Attribute Management Table: Topography
Originally selected for its topography, major earthworks were completed on the site to further enhance the natural knoll that was chosen for the Observatory.
As a result the Observatory is located on the highest portion of the David Dunlap Observatory site with a formal podium or raised terrace that was created for
the Administration Building in order to increase its prominence in the landscape.
Attributes

By-Law Reference

Existing Condition

Topography § Identified within the statement § existing driveway road
profile with raised bed
of Cultural Value (b) fourth
and roadside ditches
paragraph: The property
§ the formal terrace of the
encompassing Lot 43, was
Administration building
originally selected as the
§ the knoll elevating the
Observatory site for its
Observatory
topography – a pronounced
rise relative to the surrounding
area - lack of light pollution
and relative accessibility to
the University. Major
earthwork further enhanced
the natural knoll selected for
the Observatory creating a
podium like plateau

Town of Richmond Hill
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retain all existing
grades and elevations
§ integrate improved
barrier free access to
the buildings in a
compatible fashion
§

Cyclical
Maintenance

Long Term
Intervention

Short Term Intervention
§

integrate surface
drainage with
adjacent
development
maintaining ditch
and driveway
profiles

2

§

inspect culverts
and monitor
slopes for erosion
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Topography Management Map
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3.0 Built Heritage
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Built Heritage Attributes Location Map

Town of Richmond Hill
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Designation By-law 100-09 Reference:
Summary of the Statement of Cultural Value
The David Dunlap Observatory (DDO) is a
place of high cultural value manifested at all
currently recognized levels/categories
associated with heritage significance. Its
cultural heritage landscape is comprised of a
19th century farmstead overlain with the
University of Toronto’s remarkable astronomical research campus conceived as well as
a memorial to the husband of the facility’s donor
and patron.
The three major structures within this
landscape each exhibit a particularly high
quality of design and use of materials – Elms
Lea as an ‘architect’ designed 19th century
farmhouse; the Observatory Building (originally
known as the Great Telescope Dome)
manifesting ‘leading edge’ functional innovation
as the envelope for the great telescope and the
Administration Building profoundly combining
the ceremonial and scientific in the Beaux-Arts
form of the period.
The building interiors each have outstanding
features such as: the 74” telescope, largest in
the Commonwealth when installed, within the
Observatory Building, and its raison d’être; the
first floor plan of the Administration Building with
the main axis set to the cardinal points which
intersect at the memorial at its core; and the
main winding stair at Elms Lea which appears to
be almost floating. The site has formidable
historical associations ranging from the locally
significant Alexander Marsh family, to the rise of
astronomical research at the University of
Toronto (and Canada generally) and
culminating with important contributions to the
world’s understanding of astronomical
phenomenon.
Town of Richmond Hill

Aerial Photo 1936

UTARM

3.1 Overview of Built Heritage
As stated in the By-law, the Observatory
Building, the Administration Building, and Elms
Lea have been identified as built heritage
having significant cultural heritage value, and
the Radio Shack is also identified as one of the
heritage attributes within the cultural heritage
landscape. The following pages address the
conservation and treatment of heritage
attributes associated with each of these
heritage structures. All related attribute
conservation treatments specific to the
structures can be found in the Built Heritage
Attributes Management Table .

and long term conservation measures for the
attribute. Conservation principles and expertise
required are provided.
With regards to the Observatory building,
structural components within this large
instrument such as foundation, exterior
cladding, doors and steps, and some interior
elements such as staircase and catwalks are
included in the Building Structures section.

Similar to the landscape component in this
document, descriptions of the built attribute's
existing condition along with references within
the Designation By-law are presented. The
descriptions are followed by a conservation
strategy and an Attribute Management Table
outlining short (5 years), medium (10 years),
57
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Aerial View 1935

UTARM

Architect’s model 1933

UTARM

3.2 Administration Building
Historical Background
In his search for a suitable site for a new
Observatory, Dr. Chant, the original director of
the Observatory, selected a hill near Richmond
Hill from the contour lines on a government map
and followed up by visiting the site with its
prospective patron Jessie Donalda Dunlap in
May 1928. Due to its commanding view on the
high ground and proximity to the University, the
property was purchased.
In preparation for the construction of the main
buildings, grade was further manipulated to
form a circular podium around the Observatory
Building, establishing the highest point. A
platform for the Administration Building also
above general grade but lower than the
Observatory Building was established, and
then the upper plateau including the Observing
Lawn. The façade of the Administration Building
like Elms Lea before it, was orientated west, in
Town of Richmond Hill

part to take advantage of the then dramatic
views in that direction.
The Observatory required a main administrative, educational and research support
facility. In December of 1931, the well
established Toronto architectural firm of
Mathers and Haldenby, who had, by that time,
undertaken a number of projects for the
University of Toronto, was awarded the
prestigious project.

Sullivan and Fried of Toronto in June of 1932.
On September 10, 1932 the cornerstone was
laid and within a year the large, complex
building was in place.

Working closely with Dr. Chant and his
colleague Dr. Young, the architects were able to
develop a design which incorporated all the
astronomers’ functional requirements in a fine
classical Beaux-Arts form which importantly,
also served as Mrs. Dunlap’s memorial to her
deceased husband. The contract for the
construction of the building was awarded to
58
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Designation By-law 100-09 Reference:

Administration Building and associate attributes

WSLA

3.2 Administration Building
Site Context and Associate Attributes
This refers to the landscape features
specifically designed to enhance the
Administration Building and/or are associated
with its functioning. While Mathers and
Haldenby had developed a formal Beaux Arts
landscape treatment for the site as part of the
original design apart from the main stairs
leading to the portico, this was never realized
and the current landscaping - including
Donalda Drive, the parking lot, the elliptical
driveway with island, curved hedge, and
flagpole, as well as the planting directly around
the building date from the late 1950’s and early
1960’s.

Planetary Motion. Specifically, it illustrates the
path of the Comet Encke. The curved paved
‘arrows’ in the scheme represent the direction
of motion of the ‘planet.’ The sun dial can be
considered the commencement of the formal
path to the Observatory Building along the
north axis. Thus the cosmic form here lends
itself to the ‘earthly’ functions of path and
driveway, even to indicating the direction of
auto travel.
Conservation treatment of landscape features
associated with the Elliptical Drive and the
Cosmic Island is included in both the Cultural
Heritage Landscape section and this section.

Elliptical Drive and Cosmic Island
These two features are indivisible and together
illustrate the first two of Kepler’s Three laws of

Town of Richmond Hill
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…The property, encompassing Lot 42 and the
south half of Lot 43, was originally selected as
the Observatory site for its topography
…Major earthwork further enhanced the
natural knoll selected for the Observatory
creating a podium like plateau…The siting of
the two structures, placed at right angles to
each other and at cardinal points, (the
Observatory at compass north) is indicative of
the formal landscape which was originally
planned for the site, the key axis being the
approach to the Observatory from south. The
realization of this concept was only achieved,
in modified form, with the landscape
improvements of 1959 which featured an
elliptical island within the new driveway,
designed such that symbols within the paving,
the bronze sundial and the pedestrian path
through the island expressed cosmological
laws. ..
.. the elliptical island within the driveway with
paving designed to represent Kepler's 2nd
Law of Planetary Motion and walkway/axis
through the center from sun dial to
Observatory Building. The island, along with
the curved hedge, flagpole and plantings
around the Administration Building represent
a 1950's attempt to realize something of the
grand scheme originally envisaged for the site
and continued the compass and cosmological
orientation established from the outset.
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3.2.1 Key Heritage Attribute By-law Reference Site Context
By-Law 100-09 Reference

Item Code

- .. the elliptical island within the driveway with paving designed to represent
Kepler's 2nd Law of Planetary Motion and walkway/axis through the center from
sun dial to Observatory Building. The island, along with the curved hedge,
flagpole and plantings around the Administration Building represent a 1950's
attempt to realize something of the grand scheme originally envisaged for the site
and continued the compass and cosmological orientation established from the
outset.

*74

Elliptical Drive and Cosmic Island today

AS

Elliptical Drive and Cosmic Island 1959

UTARM

* To succinctly reference all the heritage attributes to the Designating By-law, numbered item codes are
assigned to the descriptions of key attributes within the Designation By-law. These item codes, as cited
in the corresponding Built Heritage Attribute Management Tables, establish the link between the
Designation by-law, the heritage attributes, and the management strategy.

Town of Richmond Hill
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3.2.2 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Administration Building Site Context
Major
Building
Elements

Attribute
Item
Code

Site Context
and
Associated
Attributes

Item 74

Town of Richmond Hill

Existing
Conditions

Short Term Intervention
(up to 5 years)

concrete base and pedestal of the § repair concrete base and
pedestal ( if repair
sundial has cracked
unsuccessful, recast to
§ all elements within the elliptical
exact dimensions profile
island are in poor condition and
and appearance, use
require conservation
original for casting)
§ trees and shrubs at masonry walls
are overgrown at south end of § bronze sundial would be
retained as is and reset,
building, and may increase
building deterioration
at top of base provide
flashing with drip edge
(sheet metal to match
sundial composition, do
not use dissimilar metal)
§ repair and re-set island
curbs
§ remake arrows to exact
size, appearance and
form (consider more
durable materials)
§ reset flagstones in new
substrate
§ weed and re-seed island
§ prune trees and shrubs
close to masonry walls
§

61

Long Term Intervention
(10-15 years)
§

inspect all concrete
elements and repair
as required

Cyclical Maintenance
maintain grass in island,
seasonal weeding at
flagstones, sundial and
arrows is required
§ seasonal trimming of
trees and shrubs
ensuring that vegetation
is kept back from the
masonry and there is
adequate air circulation
§
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Designation By-law 100-09 Reference:

Admin Building centralized plan

UTARM

Admin Building under construction

UTARM

General Description of the Building
The Administration Building footprint comprises
a long rectangle with semi-octagonal projections at each end. The hallmark of the design
is symmetry with a five bay façade focused
around the center bay, with its semi-circular
colonnaded portico projecting from the broken
forward frontispiece and its parapet rising above
that of the flanking wings forming a podium for a
large dome while smaller domes were placed at
either end.
The exterior of the building was constructed in
rock faced Credit Valley limestone laid as
broken coursed ashlar with Queenston
limestone as cut stone accents, e.g.
stringcourses, quoins and window surrounds as
well as for decorative details such as swag
panels, paterae (spiral discs), roof balustrade
and urns. The two storey structure is built on a
perimeter concrete foundation and the floor
system (including the roof) is concrete slab and
beam possibly cast together ('T' beams).
Town of Richmond Hill

The interior walls of the basement are solid brick
while at the upper storeys they are hollow clay
tile in a range of thicknesses and finished in a
variety of materials – marble (travertine) at the
foyer, main hall and intersection with the cross
hall as well as the washrooms, brick at the halls
and plaster elsewhere. The inner face of the
perimeter walls are also furred out with tile
above the basement.
The interior plan forms a 'T' to the cardinal points
with the memorial to David Dunlap at the
eastern terminus on the main level at the
crossing of the main hall and side corridor. It is
the main hall with its light filled, full height space
and the lower memorial area with its sober
inscription and marble meditation bench which
are the focus of the composition and it is here
that the most significant elements and finishes
are concentrated.
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The Administration Building, a prototypical
example of Beaux-Arts classicism rendered
masterfully in stone and incorporating three
copper 'observatory domes'. The
Administration Building is a major architectural
achievement. Mathers and Haldenby
successfully combined an eloquent memorial to
the patron's husband, David Dunlap, with a
functional administrative and research facility,
supporting the astronomical Observatory.
Literally at its core the building integrates the
sacred and scientific bringing the cardinal point
orientation of the site into the interior where,
directly in line with the main entrance, at the
termination of the building's eastern axis,
accessed across the compass rose inlaid into
the floor, through a monumental, temple-like
double height space and then through a
pilastered arch, resides the memorial to David
Dunlap. The memorial, incised and gold-leafed
into a panel at the marble wall, is at the centre of
the cross hall. At the cross halls the ceremonial
space is further defined by fluted pilasters.
Throughout this area both wall and floor finishes
are marble and the ceilings arched. Around this
sacred core and the highly articulated Library a
functional lay-out of offices, laboratories and
support services was arranged.
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3.2.3 Key Heritage Attribute By-law Reference: Administration Building Exterior
By-Law 100-09 Reference

Item Code

- the classical Beaux-Arts symmetrical form and footprint;

1

- the 5 bay main block with projecting central pavilion and angled side pavilions;

2

- the focal treatment of the center bay incorporating semi-circular main entrance
portico with Corinthian columns and Tuscan pilasters and approached via stone
steps, Palladian window (with moulded architrave and keystone), balcony with
wrought iron railing, stepped (up) and splayed section of stone parapet
incorporating stone balustrade and urns surmounted by the largest dome placed
in symmetrical relationship with the smaller domes of the side pavilions;

3

- the wall treatment combining sandstone and limestone and contrasting the texture
of the rock faced general coursing with cut stone accents (including quoins,
stringcourses, parapet copings, window and door surrounds) and carved elements
(including panels with swag and floral patera at the stone parapets, freestanding
urns surmounting the central dome parapet, balusters at the central dome
parapet);

4

- Corinthian columns at the front portico including circular dentillated entablature
with fluted frieze and a floral patera above each of the column capitals; the main
entrance treatment consisting of a wide door of 6 fielded panels (with original
hardware), with both wood and stone surrounds. The wood surround includes
fluted pilasters and architrave featuring 'the lamp of knowledge' in relief as its
central motif and floral emblem at its raised corners. The stone surround is in the
form of a moulded architrave;

5

- The window treatment typically incorporating a stone apron panel with bas relief
floral patera at 2nd storey. The multi-pane window sash typically 12/8 at 2nd
storey, and 12/12 at ground storey. Oculus windows with broached stone
voussoirs at side pavilions and centre bay of rear elevation.

6

- The domes clad in flat seam copper panels;

7

- The symmetrical 9 bay rear elevation;

8

- The side entrances each featuring a door with six fielded panels (with original
hardware), stone sill and moulded architrave, with semi-circular fanlight above,
approached via stone steps and landing with curved wrought iron rail with newel
set into 'return' of first step.

9

Town of Richmond Hill
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A.B. Colume detail

AS

A.B. South elevation

AS
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3.2.4 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Administration Building Exterior
Major Building
Elements

Attribute
Item
Code

Existing Conditions

Domes

Item 7

§
§
§

Roofing/
Flashing

Item 4

§

Windows

Item 3, 6

§

Town of Richmond Hill

Short Term Intervention
(up to 5 years)

Long Term Intervention
(10-15 years)

weathered paint
§ renew gasketing at dome § repainting of all exterior
shutters
elements
corroding steel elements
dome shutters gaskets
§ remove rust
weathered
§ separate dissimilar
metals
§ protect all metal
elements at dome
§ prime and paint
§ repaint domes for heat
reflectance
§ replace missing agasote
panels

flashing detail prone to § replace existing copper
counter flashings
failure
§ exposed fasteners in the
flashing

typical all windows: sash § repair exterior wood
and frame weathered,
windows (sand, paint
sealants missing
epoxy, apply sealants as
required)

64

replace roof with
traditional built-up
(BUR), modified bitumen
or elastomeric
membrane.
§ copper counter-flashings,
examine roof drains
closely
§

§

repainting of all exterior
elements

Cyclical Maintenance
ensuring roof drains are
functioning
§ ensuring no obstruction to
the drains
§ maintain finishes on
metal which is exposed to
dissimilar metals or
atmosphere
§

ensuring roof drains are
functioning
§ ensuring no obstruction to
the drains
§ maintain finishes on
exposed iron
§ maintain integrity of
sealant at flashing joints
§

§

maintaining the finishes
on exposed wood and
iron
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3.2.4 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Administration Building Exterior
Major
Building
Elements

Attribute
Item
Code

Doors

Item 5, 9

§

Ironwork

Item 3, 9

§

Stone Walls
and Details

Item 2, 3, 4,
5, 6,8, 9

§

Footing and
Grading

Item 3, 4

§

side doors and frames
weathered
§ lock rail weathered.
§ original hardware in fair
condition

all railings at the side doors and
window wells are badly
corroded

isolated areas of open and/or
deteriorated mortar joints
§ cracked stone sill at south
entrance

§
§
§
§

Town of Richmond Hill

Short Term Intervention
(up to 5 years)

Long Term Intervention
(10-15 years)

§
§

paint side doors
re-varnish main door.

§

repainting of all
exterior elements

§

§

restore iron railings

§

repainting of all
exterior elements

§

§

repoint all masonry walls, § commence general
footings and parapets
phased repointing
where open joints or
program.
Portland Cement
previously used

Existing
Conditions

isolated areas of efflorescence
at east end of interior basement
walls
cracked concrete slab at the
east exterior stair
cracked steps at main entrance
stone sill at south entrance has
cracked
window wells have minor cracks

prune vegetation now
directly in contact with
masonry and at south
side entrance.
§ repoint all masonry walls
§ repair cracked masonry
§ further inspection is
recommended for all
foundation walls.
§
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§

commence general
phased repointing
program.

Cyclical Maintenance
maintaining the finishes
on exposed wood and
iron
§ minimizing the use of salt
and/or using less
aggressive deicing
materials
maintaining the finishes
on exposed wood and
iron
§ minimizing the use of salt
and/or using less
aggressive deicing
materials
§

ensuring that vegetation
is kept back from the
masonry and there is
adequate air circulation

§

ensuring water drains
away from the building
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3.2.5 Key Heritage Attribute By-law Reference: Administration Building Interior
Item Code

By-Law 100-09 Reference
- the symmetrical Beaux-Arts footprint and floor plan;

10

- the true cardinal point orientation of the halls and straight–line relationship between
the main entrance and the memorial wall;

11

- the open two storey volume of the main hall and mezzanine with groin vaulted
ceiling featuring the marble stair with swan necked bronze rail, tapered newels and
alternating baluster types accented with floral motifs at every second baluster;

12

- the relationship of the main stair landing to the Palladian window with fluted marble
colonnade surround;

13

- the chamfered marble cladding and flooring of the hall;

14

- the compass rose of coloured marble inlaid in the marble floor;

15

- the 'lantern' type light fixture suspended from the apex of the cross vault;

16

- the patterned cast bronze vent covers;

17

- the Greek key pattern in marble carried around the Hall at 2nd storey floor level;

18

- the unifying use of decoration in marble, wood and bronze including the patera
(spiral disc) and the stylized floral patera carried from the exterior;

19

- the pilastered entry to the memorial space at the center of the cross hall from the
north, south and west;

20

- the fine jointed marble wall cladding and marble flooring of the dedication area;

21

- the marble memorial bench;

22

- the incised and gold-leafed dedication panel with red marble border;

23

- the terrazzo flooring and brick wall finish at the remaining sections of the cross hall;

24

- the barrel vaulted ceiling of the cross hall;

25

- the original entrances to the rooms off the cross hall with transoms above the door
openings;

26

Town of Richmond Hill
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A.B. Original door with transom

AS

A.B. Interior Plaque

AS
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3
3.2.5 Key Heritage Attribute By-law Reference: Administration Building Interior
By- Law 100-09 Reference

Item Code

- the bronze framed panels along the walls of the cross hall designed to display
images of astronomical phenomena illuminated with back-lighting;

27

- the acorn light fixtures in the cross halls and Lecture Room;

28

- all the finishes and features of the Library including: the plastered cornice, frieze
with dentillation and fluting accented by a raised floral motif, pilastered fireplace
surround with dentillated mantel and black marble at the firebox face and hearth,
the paneled walls, built-in book shelves and display cabinet, the doors composed
of three major panels with the top and bottom panels decorated with a patera
(spiral disc motif) and architraves with gold leafed urn motif accenting the corners,
the two original suspended bronze chandeliers;

29

- the original raised dais, slate chalkboard in the Lecture Room;

30

- the typical door type of six 'frosted' lights above two panels, simple wood
entablature (from office side), patera centered on the lower panel and original
bronze hardware;

31

- the parquet flooring of the offices and Library;

32

- the colonnade treatment which defines the mezzanine area with plaster wall finish
between;

33

- the doors with two large panels, each with patera at the bathroom entry

34

- marble stalls and terrazzo floors at the bathrooms;

35

- the 'Donor's Room', originally the office/reception space of Jessie Dunlap, finished
with a marble fireplace with moulded and dentillated wood surround, moulded chair
rail, base, plaster cornice and parquet floors;

36

- the original built-in wood cabinets at the technical and shop areas;

37

- the observatory domes including: their pulley rotation and shutter retraction
systems; the 24” c.1960 telescope in the centre dome and most particularly the 19”
telescope built by C.A. Chant's astronomical colleague at University of Toronto,
R.K Young in 1929.

38

Town of Richmond Hill
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A.B. Vestibule with stair

AS

A.B. Vestibule marble bench

AS
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3.2.6 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Administration Building Interior
Major
Building
Elements

Attribute
Item
Code

Penthouse/ Item 38
Attic and
Dome

§
§
§
§

weathered paint
corroding steel elements
dome shutters gaskets
weathered
plaster weathered, signs of water
penetration

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

2nd Floor

Item 10 § poorly patched ceiling within the
photolab
- 14, 16,
17, 18, § flaking paint at attic stair, staff
coat room, washroom, may
31 – 37
indicate leakage
§ some flaking may be due to high
humidity (washroom)
§ some windows have broken sash
cords
§ flaking paint at Palladian window,
§ signs of efflorescence

§

First Floor

Item 10, § poor plaster repair at ceilings
11- 15,
§ all notes pertaining to second
17,
floor plaster repair can be applied
19 to the first floor plaster repairs.
33,35
§ main stair bronze finial is missing

§
§

Basement

Item 34, § basement stair has signs of
35, 37
moisture on wall
§ some water staining in men's
washroom wall

§

Town of Richmond Hill

Long Term treatment
(10-15 years)

Short Term treatment
(up to 5 years)

Existing Conditions

renew gasketing at dome
shutters, remove rust
separate dissimilar metals
protect all metal elements at
dome
prime and paint.
repaint domes for heat
reflectance.
replace missing agasote panels
repair plaster at walls and
ceilings once all roof repairs
complete, paint

Cyclical Maintenance

repainting of all ext § ensuring roof drains are
metal dome
functioning
elements
§ ensuring no obstruction
§ research original
to the drains
color schemes for § maintain finishes on
interior
metal which is exposed to
§ repaint as required
dissimilar metals or
atmosphere
§ maintain wall and floor
finishes
§

once exterior roof and flashing
repairs are completed, the
owner can commence with
interior ceiling and wall repairs
§ repair all window sash cords

§

repair plaster
ceilings at
locations of poor
previous repair
(following sprinkler
installation)
§ research original
color schemes for
interior
§ repaint as required

§

careful housekeeping
with appropriate nonaggressive cleaning
products

interior ceiling and wall repairs
repair window sash cords.

§

restore bronze
finial to newel post
at main stair
§ remove stain at
guardrail

§

careful housekeeping
with appropriate nonaggressive cleaning
products

monitor signs of
moisture
§ insulate pipes
where possible

§

shed water runoff away from
building
§ clean efflorescence from
perimeter walls
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§

careful housekeeping
with appropriate nonaggressive cleaning
products
§ inspect all perimeter walls
for signs of moisture
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O.B. The ‘Great Pier’ under construction

UTARM

3.3 Observatory Building
Historical Background
The centerpiece of the new Observatory
envisaged by Dr. Chant was to be the “Great
Telescope” and on May 17, 1930 (cabled May
21) the 74” diameter reflecting telescope was
officially ordered from the venerable GrubbParsons firm of Newcastle-on-Tyne, England.
Shortly after Grubb-Parsons was also
contracted to undertake the fabrication of the
domed building to house the telescope. The
actual structure was completed by the
Cleveland Bridge Co. of Darlington, Durham
County, while the gearing for the shutters, dome
revolution and wind screens was fabricated by
Grubb-Parsons directly. It was erected on site
by the Dominion Bridge Company of Toronto
upon the circular concrete foundation and
around the deeply founded ‘great pier’
(branching into the north and south piers)

Town of Richmond Hill

constructed to support the telescope. By
October 20, 1933 the Dome was virtually
complete and over the following few days the
components of the telescope (except for the
mirror) which arrived on site around that time,
were hoisted into place by crane through the
shutter opening also by the Dominion Bridge
Company.
After several unsuccessful experiments by
Grubb-Parsons in attempting to cast the 74”
mirror, it was decided to have Corning Glass
Works of Corning, New York cast the disc in
Pyrex. The disc was poured in June, 1933 and
sent to Grubb-Parsons for grinding and
polishing. After much work in attempting to
perfect its shape and quality it arrived at the
Observatory on May 2, 1935 and was set into
the Observatory Building through an opening

69

O.B. Dome under construction

UTARM

made in the wall and moved into place at the
lower end of the telescope tube on May 8,
completing the largest telescope in the
Commonwealth and second largest in the world
at that time. It set the stage for the official
opening of the Observatory on May 31, 1935.
Much of the academic research involving the
great telescope has been spectrographic.
Chant equipped the telescope from the
beginning with a spectrograph (constructed by
Hilger of London through Grubb-Parsons)
obtaining images of the spectra of stars on
glass plates. More recently, spectroscopy has
been undertaken utilizing CCD (charge coupled
device) technology creating digital images.
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3

Designating By-law 100- 09 Reference

3.3 Observatory Building

The Observatory Building

TRH

General Description of the Building
The 61’ diameter circular building fabricated to
house the telescope is comprised of a steel
frame clad with galvanized iron sheeting on
both its outer and inner surfaces. The dome
likewise has a steel frame but here there is a
sheathing of agasote set between the framing
members. Agasote is an early fiberboard type
material applied here to help regulate
temperature within the dome.
The dome is clad with flat seamed copper
sheets. The pleasing proportions are
apparently a result of Dr. Chant and his
colleagues’ improvements on the original
design including the introduction of the
pilasters, portico and gallery and the increase of
the number of windows to fourteen (from the
original eight). The pilasters finish to a beveled
base and the steel multi-paned casement
windows have adjustable louvers at the
Town of Richmond Hill

exterior. The entrance vestibule, with doubled
leaved paneled steel door, moulded surround
and tripartite transom with balcony above, is the
focal point of the exterior.
The lower storey is comprised of a wide corridor
at the southern half with the stair leading to the
dome while the northern section houses the
services for the building and the carriage and
aluminizing chamber for the telescope. The
main floor floats between the perimeter
foundation and the great pier. The second
storey is dominated by the great telescope set
on the monumental double branched concrete
pier, the catwalks and the shutter and dome
rotation systems as well as the area partitioned
off as the warm room for digital viewing. The
public areas at both levels are floored with
terrazzo.

70

..the Observatory Building (originally known
as the Great Telescope Dome), 61’ in
diameter, designed and built to house the 74”
telescope, 2nd largest in the world at that time
and prototype for the use of pyrex mirrors of
that scale, with rotating copper dome
incorporating retractable shutters for
astronomical viewing. The building expresses
the Machine Age aesthetic of the period, the
building being an ‘envelope’ for the instrument
and its function. The DDO 74” reflecting
telescope, still the largest optical telescope in
the country, is one of Canada’s most
significant scientific artifacts (as well as
continuing to be a viable instrument for
astronomical observation). A ‘leading edge’
technical achievement at the global level upon
its fabrication, much innovative design went
into its housing and support allowing for its
rotation and the cleaning and re-aluminizing
of its 5000 lb. primary mirror. Most of the
apparatus and associated electrical system
for these operations remains original (with
some replacement parts) and these partake of
the high level of significance of the telescope
itself.
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3.3.1 Key Heritage Attributes By-law Reference: Observatory Building Exterior
By-Law 100-09 Reference

Item Code

-

the circular form broken only by the entrance vestibule facing due south;

39

-

the hemispherical dome clad in flat seam copper panels;

40

-

the galvanized metal cladding of the walls and the 'rhythm' created by the regular
spacing of pilasters and louvered shutters;

41

-

the symmetry of the façade;

42

-

the beveled base into which the pilasters terminate;

43

-

the network of steel stairs and 'catwalks';

44

-

the double leaved metal clad paneled entrance doors with moulded surround and
transom with tripartite geometric pattern;

45

-

the retractable shutters.

46

O.B. Exterior view

O.B. Exterior catwalk
Town of Richmond Hill
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AS

TRH
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3.3.2 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Observatory Building Exterior
Major Building
Elements
Dome

Attribute
Item
Code
Item 40, 46

Existing Conditions

Short Term Intervention
(up to 5 years)

corrosion of steel
elements where loss of
coating:,
§ corrosion of steel where
in contact with copper
§ signs of moisture
penetration and
condensation at the
dome

§

§

remove corrosion and prime
with zinc rich primer
§ paint w/ rust inhibitive paint
system
§ ensure dissimilar metals are
not in direct contact and are
appropriately protected from
corrosion
§ renew gasketing at dome
shutters

Windows, Doors Item 41, 44,
and Catwalks
45

§

corrosion at catwalk,
sliding shutters
outriggers, and entry
door
§ corrosion at metal
window frames and
window shutters

§

Walls and
Foundation

§

corrosion at beveled
base, main entry and at
steel bracket
connections
§ further investigation is
required
§ perimeter cracks at
circular foundation
expose the structural
steel
§ corrosion at beveled
metal clad base which
requires further
investigation

§

Town of Richmond Hill

Item 39, 41,
42, 43

Long Term Intervention
(10-15 years)
§

repaint dome for heat
reflectance
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§

§

repair main entrance doors
§ repair and repaint if
and vestibule
signs of rust present
§ restore windows and louvered
at time
shutters

repair cracks in the concrete
§
foundation
§ remove rust from steel
§ further inspection of structural
steel behind the beveled
§
metal cladding required

Cyclical Maintenance
inspection of shutter
mechanics and
lubrication of movable
parts
inspection of dome
turning mechanics and
lubrication of the movable
parts

maintain finishes on
exposed steel
§ minimize use of salt
and/or using less
aggressive de-icing
materials
§

repair and repaint
§ maintain finishes on
metal cladding and
exposed steel
steel elements if signs § minimize use of salt
of rust present
and/or using less
repair cracked
aggressive de-icing
materials
concrete at
foundation
§ keep snow away from
foundation
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3.3.3 Key Heritage Attributes By-law Reference: Observatory Building Interior
By-Law 100-09 Reference

Item Code

-

the semi-circular corridor formed around the service core at the first floor with
galvanized metal wall cladding;

47

-

the multi-pane steel sash (louvered shutters on exterior);

48

-

the telescope;

49

-

the concrete support pier (formed independently from the building itself);

50

-

the telescope tube;

51

-

the interior stair and 'catwalk' system;

52

-

the apparatus associated with the rotation of the telescope;

53

-

the apparatus associated with the rotation of the dome and opening of the
shutters including the cable pulley system

54

-

the carriage/elevator and all associated components such as the vacuum
chamber, floor hatch and pulley system associated with the mirror cleaning/realuminizing process

55

the electrical system with much original wiring

56

-

Town of Richmond Hill
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O.B. Interior view

AS

O.B. Interior catwalk

AS
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3.3.4 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Observatory Building Interior
Major
Attribute
Building
Item
Elements
Code
Dome

Item 52, §
54
§

Long Term treatment
(10-15 years)

Short Term treatment
(up to 5 years)

Existing Conditions
the agasote panels
§
delaminating in some areas
rust appearing at catwalks
§
and dome
§

remove corrosion, prime
and paint.
ensure all dissimilar
metals are not in direct
contact
renew gasketing at dome
shutters

Cyclical Maintenance

replace missing
§
and/or deteriorated
agasote panels
§
with similar
§ repaint all steel
structure and
cladding as
§
required
§

§
§

Second
Floor

Item 50, § catwalks are showing sings
of corrosion
52, 55
§ the terrazzo floor is stained

First
Floor

Item 47, §
48, 50,
55, 56
§

remove rust from
catwalks, paint
§ clean terrazzo from rust
and other stains

§

repaint all steel
structure, cladding,
and catwalks as
required

§

create control joint
between perimeter wall
foundation and floor slab
repair cracked terrazzo
and clean the corrosion
stained terrazzo.
restore windows and
louvered shutters

§

repaint all steel
structure, cladding
and windows as
required

§

Vestibule Item 39, § corrosion at vestibule wall, § Repair base of main
the steel frame and transom
entrance doors, frames,
Appendix 45, 47
threshold, and at base of
§ further investigation is
interior of vestibule
required to asses the
generally
condition of the structural
steel
§ the threshold at the
entrance is corroded

§

repaint all steel
structure, cladding
and windows as
required

§

continuous crack in the
terrazzo floor
steel sashes and frames
are showing signs of
corrosion

§

§

§

§

Town of Richmond Hill
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all moving / mechanical parts must be
maintained in optimum working order
ongoing inspection of shutter wheels,
pulleys, wire cable and gear box, and
lubrication of all movable parts as
required
ongoing inspection of all dome
movable parts, and lubrication as
required
maintain all exposed metal finishes
(paint as required)
minimize use of aggressive cleaning
materials for all interior 'housekeeping'

maintain all exposed metal finishes
(paint as required)
§ minimize use of aggressive cleaning
materials for all interior 'housekeeping'

§

maintain all exposed metal finishes
(paint as required)
minimize use of aggressive cleaning
materials for all interior 'housekeeping'

maintain all exposed metal finishes
(paint as required)
§ minimize use of aggressive cleaning
materials for all interior 'housekeeping'
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E.L. Historic photo prior to U of T renovation 1930’s

UTARM

3.4 Elms Lea
Historical Background
Elms Lea was constructed for Alexander Marsh
c.1864. Marsh, the grandson of area pioneer
Robert Marsh, inherited Lot 42, Concession 1
Markham Township from his grandfather in
1852 and established a prosperous farm there
(as well as on adjacent Lot 17 to the east)
through the second half of the 19th century. His
farmstead came to include 300 acres, three
houses, and seven barns and/or stables.
Originally occupying a frame house on the site
which may have dated to the original patentee,
he had a new home for his family designed and
built c.1864.

Street and screened from the prevailing winds
by parallel stands of Norway Spruce and Sugar
Maple.

This fine dichromatic brick house, which came
to be known as Elms Lea, brought together
eclectic influences in a picturesque
composition. It was sited on a rise deep within
the property, reached by a long lane from Yonge

Major changes at that time included the
removal of the woodshed, rear kitchen and
bake oven as well as the wrap-around
verandah which was replaced by the existing
portico and porch over the north door and the

Town of Richmond Hill

Upon taking over the site, and in tandem with
the new construction of the Administration
Building and the Observatory Building, it was
substantially renovated by the University of
Toronto as Observatory House, residence of
Dr. C.A. Chant and subsequent directors of the
DDO who lived in the main section of the
building. The original tail was refurbished to
serve as the caretaker’s residence.

75

addition of the south sun-room. Interior
renovations at that time included the
introduction of hot water heating, the
bathrooms at the second storey, the existing
kitchen and the laying of narrow strip
hardwood throughout.
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E.L. Lane to Yonge Street

AS

3.4 Elms Lea
E.L. Front yard widrow

AS

Site Context and Associate Attributes
Elms Lea and its surrounding associated
attributes, though also closely associated with
the DDO, form a sub-area which harks back to
Marsh farmstead. These attributes are: the front
yard windrow; the lane to Yonge Street; the
vestigial orchard; the vestigial maple row
extending north of the lane and along the house
driveway and the chestnut windrow at the rear
of the house.

The Lane to Yonge Street

The Front Yard Windrow

Vestigial Maple Row

Parallel rows of sugar maple and Norway
spruce have protected Elms Lea from the
prevailing wind since well before the DDO was
established..

A row of old sugar maples extends north of the
lane at its eastern end and along the driveway
which extends from the lane to Elms Lea.

The original access to the farm, and later the
Observatory, from Yonge Street, the lane is now
defined by its raised profile relative to adjacent
grade, the row of larch planted by University of
Toronto along the southern edge and the edge
of the wood lot which has grown up along the
northern edge.

Windrow/Field Boundary to rear of Elms Lea

overgrown, it contains a defined row of
hardwoods, largely chestnuts. This row, along
with other less defined former field boundaries,
continue to reflect the original field pattern, the
survey geometry upon which the Observatory’s
astronomical north dictated site planning was
overlaid.
The Vestigial Orchard
A much overgrown apple orchard remains to
the south of the house and apples still ripen on
some of the trees come the late summer.
For conservation management of these
landscape attributes, see Section 2: Cultural
Heritage Landscape Section of this document.

This row appears to have divided the domestic
and barn yard from the fields. Heavily

Town of Richmond Hill
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E.L. Exterior view

AS

E.L. Exterior view

AS

3.4 Elms Lea
General Description of the Building
Elms Lea features a symmetrical three bay
façade with centre gable and was constructed
in red brick (Flemish bond at the front, common
bond elsewhere) with buff brick accents
including quoins, stringcourses and, most
significantly, the patterned brick treatment at
the gables and along the front eaves. The
'bracket' motif which mirrors/emphasizes the
Gothic pendant type wood brackets of the
cornice/frieze is especially noteworthy. One
existing chimney retains the original
dichromatic treatment. The central front bay is
particularly emphasized - set off by false
quoining and with the fine main entrance
including the six panel door with paneled
sidelights and transom above featuring Gothic
inspired lancet tracery. There are French doors
at the flanking front bays which relate to the
original verandah treatment.

Town of Richmond Hill

The windows are otherwise typically 6/6 double
hung units (9 lights at 2nd storey of rear
addition) with quarter round windows (with
quarter fan muntin treatment) at the side
gables.
The building forms a 'T' plan with the formal
rooms concentrated at the front and the early
two storey addition having always provided
more service functions. The floor and roof
structure are heavy timber frame with the kingpost roof truss of particular note.

Designating By-law 100-09 Reference
Elms Lea c.1864, the picturesque dichromatic
brick farmhouse originally designed for
Alexander Marsh. While subject to several
renovations and minor additions associated
with its use within the DDO complex, the
original exterior appearance is largely intact
and the interior plan remains legible. It is an
eclectic expression combining elements of
Classical, Gothic Revival and Italianate
derivation in a well integrated composition.

A number of original features survive in the
interior such as the fine winding main hall stair,
plaster paterae, four panel doors and fireplace
surrounds

77
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3.4.1 Key Heritage Attribute By-law Reference: Elms Lea Exterior
By-Law 100-09 Reference

Item Code

-

the three bay symmetrical façade;

57

-

the 'T' plan with original kitchen 'tail';

58

-

the side gabled roof with relatively steeply pitched centre gable;

59

-

the bracketed eave at the façade, eave returns and verges with distinctive
pendant bracket;

60

-

the dichromatic brickwork with buff brick accent detailing which include: quoins;
stringcourses; arches; decorative 'reflecting' of brackets in brickwork and cross
pattern with margins at gables. The Flemish bond coursing pattern at the
façade and the complex cambered ('flat') arches in red brick.

61

The treatment of openings including: the quarter round windows with quarter
fanlights at the gables; the 6/6 small pane wood sash; the French doors
flanking the center bay of the façade; the prominence given to the openings of
the center bay including the main entrance with transom (with distinctive lancet
light divisions) and sidelights and the semi-circularly arched opening containing
French doors at the balcony which 'breaks' the eaves at the centre gable.

62

the rear 2 storey gable roofed 'tail' with dichromatic brickwork and voussoired
cambered ('flat') arches at the window openings.

63

-

-

E.L. Chimney detail

Town of Richmond Hill
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AS
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3.4.2 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Elms Lea Exterior
Major Building
Elements

Attribute
Item Code

Roof

Item 59, 60 § north chimney brickwork in poor
condition
§ chimney flashings not in reglet
(sealants at the face, are insufficient
in detail)
§ evidence of decay at the east
cornice return of the south gable

§ repoint north chimney and

Item 61, 63 § generally sound brickwork with
some isolated open and/or
deteriorated joints

§ provide 'apron flashing' set

Walls

Short Term Intervention
(up to 5 years)

Existing Conditions

north gable
§ replace or repair existing
chimney flashings
§ repair cornice at south gable

Item 62, 63 § in number of areas the paint is
§ reputty, prime and paint
flaking, 'alligatored' or bare wood is
quarter round windows at
exposed
gables
§ northern verge of the main section
§ repair cornice return of the
is very weathered
south gable
§ storm windows missing/flaking paint
§ eastern cornice return showing
signs of decay
§ fanlight at the transom above the
front balcony door has been painted
out or infilled.
§ the original verandah nailer remains
exposed and areas have begun to
deteriorate

Foundation

Item 58

possible drainage problem at the
foundation walls

Town of Richmond Hill

complete grading and
drainage
§ monitor moisture problem at
basement walls
§ repair foundation at east
glazed porch
§ ensure RWL and all water
drains away from foundation
§

79

Cyclical
Maintenance

§ roof shingles replacement
§ consider replacement in

wood shingles
§ gutters and rain water leaders

inspection/replacement (if
required)
§ general phased repointing

into a reglet at the mortar
joint between stone
foundation and brick wall

Doors,
Windows and
Trims

§ existing grading is creating a

Long Term Intervention
(10-15 years)

program, and some brick
replacement
§ prep', prime and paint all

exterior wood work including
windows and doors
§ repair decay and piece in
sound, matching material.

§

if repointing of basement
masonry not completed by
this time, commence general
phased repointing program,
and some masonry
replacement.
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3.4.3 Key Heritage Attribute By-law Reference: Elms Lea Interior
By-Law 100-09 Reference

Item Code

-

the centre hall plan;

64

-

the grand winder stair and balustrade at main hall. The curved rail and soffit of the
main stair create a spiraling, floating effect within the space.

65

-

the plaster paterae featuring acanthus leaves in main hall and north reception
room;

66

-

the high wood bases throughout;

67

-

the moulded door and window architraves;

68

-

the remaining 4 panel doors;

69

-

the original wood fireplace surrounds at the north reception room and 'tail' with
c.1933 fireboxes and hearths;

70

-

the tile floor, tiled dado and moulded tile dado cap at 'master bathroom';

71

-

the king post truss roof structure of the main roof.

72

3.4.4 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Elms Lea Interior
Existing Conditions

Interior
§

Town of Richmond Hill

Elms Lea exhibits a high degree of
integrity though aspects of the original
design were altered by the U. of T.
renovations of the 1930's which were
driven by the need to upgrade services,
adapt the building from farmhouse to the
home of the director of a major
academic institution and the prevailing
architectural aesthetic at the time.

Long Term Cyclical Maintenance
§

E.L. Interior entrance

AS

The building has always been a
residence and that use continues for
the foreseeable future. Assuming
cyclical maintenance to be provided by
sensitive ownership and occupancy,
this bodes well for the ongoing
preservation of the building with key
attributes intact.
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Section: original Paleomagnetics Lab

UTARM

The Radio Shack and antenna today

AS

Zig Zag antenna 1950s

UTARM

3.5 Radio Shack
General Description

Originally built as the Paleomagnetics Lab, the
structure later became part of the Radio
Observatory in association with the wide range
of experimental antenna types established after
the arrival of Donald A. Macrae to the faculty in
1953. Currently, the original frame structure
with asbestos cement pan-tile sheet roofing and
corrugated asbestos cement cladding remains
along with a single functioning antenna. It is
accessed by an asphalt paved path from the
southeast corner of the Administration Building.

When first constructed, the area around the
‘Radio Shack’ and antennae was quite open. A
clearing should be maintained around these
features.

Designating By-law 100-09 Reference

See the following page for the conservation
management of this attribute.

(b) The Cultural Heritage Landscape:
....also in the 1950's the Radio Astronomy
program was established with the associated
construction of a 'radio shack', (designed as a
picturesque cottage), pyramidal horn antenna
and 'zig zag' antenna directly east of the
Administration Building; and

Unfortunately, the roofing and cladding of this
building is formed of asbestos cement, typically
a combination of Portland Cement (90%) and
chrysotile (white) asbestos fibres (10%). While
the material does not appear to be friable, its
presence does continue to pose a concern
particularly if associated with public use.

Town of Richmond Hill

Excerpt from the Statement of Cultural
Value:

....the Radio Shack from which the
determination of the absolute flux density of
CasA at 320 MHz was made..
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3.5.1 Built Heritage Attribute Management Table: Radio Shack and antenna base
Major
Building

Attribute
Item Code

Long Term Intervention
(10-15 years)

Short Term Intervention
(up to 5 years)

Existing Conditions

Cyclical Maintenance

Roof

Item 73

§ existing roofing is formed of
asbestos cement
§ gutters and rain water
leaders are of low residential
quality
§ cove moulding at the
junction of verge and roofing
is missing at many locations

§ complete asbestos removal by
§ gutters and rain water
specialists and disposal at hazardous
leaders
waste site
inspection/replacement (if
§ install fiber cement roof to match
required)
pantile profile of original roofing
§ provide new gutters and rain water
leaders at existing locations
§ repaint all exterior woodwork and
replace fascia and cove moulding at
eaves and verges

§ sand and patch all wood, and
repaint.
§ ensure roof rain water leaders and
gutters are functioning.

Walls

Item 73

§ existing cladding is formed
of asbestos cement

§ complete asbestos removal by
§ maintaini finishes on
specialists and dispose at hazardous
exposed wood
waste site
§ install fiber cement siding to match
corrugated profile of wall cladding
§ repaint exterior woodwork, replace
fascia and cove moulding

§ ensure vegetation is kept back from
the wall and there is adequate air
circulation.
§ ensure exterior grade is sloping
away from the building
§ Maintaining the finishes on exposed
wood

Doors,
Windows
and Trims

Item 73

§ paint is flaking, 'alligatored'
or bare wood is exposed
§ the multi-pane wood
windows have been
covered and would have to
be assessed when access
becomes available

§ sand, prime and paint door, ensure
existing hardware is in sound
condition and repair if required.
§ existing windows to be repaired
once assessed

§

repair foundation if
repairs not completed in
previous phase

? ensure water drains away from the
buildin
? ensure vegetation is kept back from
the wall and there is adequate air
circulation.
? keep snow away from foundation

§ remove rust and old paint, prime and
paint steel structure
§ remove rust from concrete
foundation and repair cracks

§

repair and repaint steel
elements if signs of rust
present
repair cracked concrete
at foundation

? ensure water drains away from the
foundation
? ensure vegetation is kept back from
the wall and there is adequate air
circulation.
? maintain finishes on exposed steel
? keep snow away from foundation

§ existing grading is creating a §
possible drainage problem
§

Antenna
(base
mounting
structure
only)

§ existing antennae base
structure is in fair
condition, steel frame
showing signs of rust and
pant flaking
§ concrete foundation
cracked and soiled by rust
residue in places

Town of Richmond Hill

§ maintain the finishes on exposed
wood and hardware

ensure RWL and all water drains
away from foundation
inspect foundation and repair if
required at this stage

Foundation Item 73

Statement
of Cultural
Heritage
Value

§ prep', prime and paint all
exterior wood work
including windows and
doors
§ repair decay and piece in
sound, matching
material.
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3.6 Conservation Principles and Standards
3.6.1 Conservation Principles for Heritage Resources
The Conservation Management Plan uses
terminology consistent with Parks Canada,
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation
of Historic Places in Canada. The Standards
and Guidelines, produced by the federal
government through Parks Canada in
consultation with a wide ranging panel of
experts, aims “to provide sound practical
guidance to good conservation practice” and is
now generally accepted as the authoritative
reference for the conservation of cultural
resources in Canada.
Conservation in the context of these Standards
refers to retaining (and enhancing) the heritage
value of historic places and extending their
physical life. The primary way that the heritage
value of historic places is retained is by
ensuring that interventions - that is, any actions
(or deliberate inactions) that have a physical
Town of Richmond Hill

effect on the tangible elements of a historic
place – do not obscure, damage, or destroy
character-defining elements (attributes).
It is useful to consider conservation under three
distinct headings: Preservation, Rehabilitation
and Restoration (recognizing that a given
conservation project will frequently include a
combination of these activities):
Preservation involves protecting, maintaining
and stabilizing the existing form, material and
integrity of a historic place, or of an individual
component, while protecting its characterdefining elements. This approach should be
considered as the primary treatment when the
historic place’s materials, features and spaces
are essentially intact and thus convey the
historic significance without extensive repair or
replacement.
83

Rehabilitation involves the sensitive adaption
of a historic place, or of an individual
component, for a continuing or compatible
contemporary use, while protecting its
character-defining elements.
Restoration involves accurately revealing,
recovering, or representing the state of a
historic place, or of an individual component, as
it appeared at a particular period in its history,
while protecting its character – defining
elements.
Extensive discussions on appropriate
conservation principles and standards with
regards to the DDO cultural heritage landscape
are provided in section 2.3 of this document.
These same principles will also apply to built
heritage resources. In addition, specific to
building structures, a number of considerations
David Dunlap Observatory: Conservation Management Plan
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3.6 Conservation Principles and Standards
should be noted, and they are regarding health
and safety, accessibility, and environmental
concerns.
The following is from Parks Canada, Standards
and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Health and safety,
Places in Canada.
accessibility or environmental considerations
among others, can be extremely important
aspects of conservation projects. While they
are usually not part of the overall process of
conserving heritage value (Preservation,
Rehabilitation or Restoration), it is important
that such considerations be assessed for any
potential adverse impact on the heritage values
of the historic place. In particular, care must be
taken not to obscure, damage or destroy
character-defining elements.

Town of Richmond Hill

The considerations are not presented in a
sequential or hierarchical order, and as such,
equal consideration should be given to each.
All considerations for any given type of
treatment must therefore be applied
simultaneously to a project.
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3.6.2 Health and Safety Considerations
Recommended
Recommended

Not
Not Recommended
Recommended

Identifying the historic place's heritage value and character-defining elements,
i.e., materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and cultural
associations or meanings in order to avoid damaging or destroying them while
making modifications to comply with health and safety requirements.

Undertaking health and safety-required modifications before identifying
the heritage value and those elements that are important in defining the
overall character of the historic place.

Complying with health and safety requirements such as seismic standards or
the use of chemicals in such a manner that character-defining elements are
conserved and heritage value is maintained.

Radically changing, damaging or destroying character-defining elements
or undermining the heritage value while making modifications to a
historic place in order to comply with health and safety requirements.

Removing toxic materials only after thorough testing has been conducted and
only after less invasive abatement methods have been shown to be
inadequate.

Damaging or destroying a historic place's character-defining elements or
heritage value when removing toxic materials by neglecting to conduct
thorough testing first and not considering less invasive abatement
methods.

Working with code officials to investigate systems, methods or devices of
equivalent or superior effectiveness and safety to those prescribed by code so
that unnecessary interventions can be avoided.

Making changes to historic places without first exploring equivalent
health and safety systems, methods or devices that may be less
damaging to character-defining elements and to the heritage value.

Upgrading character-defining elements to meet health and safety requirements Damaging or obscuring character-defining elements or adjacent areas,
in a manner that assures their conservation (e.g., upgrading a stairway without or undermining the heritage value while doing work to meet health and
destroying its character-defining handrails and balustrades).
safety requirements.
Installing sensitively designed fire-suppression systems such as sprinklers,
which retain character-defining elements and respect the heritage value.

Covering flammable character-defining elements with fire-resistant
sheathing that alters their appearance

Applying the necessary materials to add protection to character-defining
elements. An example could include applying fire-retardant intumescent paint
coatings to a deck to add protection to its steel.

Using materials intended to provide additional protection, such as fireretardant coatings, if they damage or obscure character-defining
elements.

Limiting public access to fragile character-defining elements when, for
technical, economic or environmental reasons, these elements cannot be
protected immediately using recognized preservation methods.

Replacing or reconstructing fragile character-defining elements when,
for technical, economic or environmental reasons, they cannot be
immediately protected.

Adding new features to meet health and safety requirements in a manner that
conserves adjacent character-defining elements and respects the overall
heritage value.

Damaging or destroying adjacent character-defining elements or
undermining the heritage value when adding new health and safetyrequired features.

Placing a code-required stairway or elevator in a new exterior addition if it
Constructing a new addition to accommodate code-required stairs or
cannot be accommodated within the historic place. Such an addition should be elevators on highly visible, character-defining elevations; or in a location
on an inconspicuous, non-character-defining elevation.
where it obscures, damages or destroys character-defining elements.
Town of Richmond Hill
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3.6.3 Accessibility Considerations
Recommended

Not Recommended

Identifying the heritage value of the historic place and character-defining
elements — materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and
cultural associations or meanings — so that required accessibility
modifications will not damage or destroy them.

Undertaking required accessibility modifications before identifying those
elements that are important in defining the overall character of the historic
place.

Complying with accessibility requirements in such a way that characterdefining elements are conserved and heritage value maintained

Damaging or destroying character-defining elements or undermining the
heritage value in attempting to comply with accessibility requirements.

Working with accessibility and conservation specialists and affected users
to determine the most appropriate solution to access problems that will
have the least impact on character-defining elements and overall heritage
value.

Altering character-defining elements without consulting with the appropriate
experts.

Providing accessibility that promotes independence for the disabled person
to the highest degree practicable, while conserving the heritage value and
character-defining elements.

Making accessibility modifications that do not strike a reasonable balance
between independent, safe access and conservation of character-defining
elements and heritage value.

Adapting the intervention to its anticipated lifespan, so that short-term
improvements remain as reversible as possible.

Intervening without taking into consideration the anticipated lifespan of the
modification, so that a short-term improvement has an irreversible impact
on the heritage value of the place.

Finding solutions to meet accessibility requirements that minimize the
impact on the historic place and its environment.

Making accessibility-related modifications without considering the impact
on the historic place and its environment.

Town of Richmond Hill
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3.6.4 Environmental Considerations
Recommended

Not Recommended

Identifying the heritage value of a historic place and character-defining
elements — materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and
cultural associations or meanings — so that environmentally motivated
modifications will not damage or eliminate them.

Undertaking environmentally motivated modifications before identifying
those elements that are important in defining the overall character of the
historic place.

Complying with environmental objectives in such a manner that characterdefining elements are conserved and heritage value maintained. This could
include protecting character-defining vegetation in which rare or
endangered species nest.

Altering, damaging or destroying character-defining elements, or otherwise
undermining the heritage value while making modifications to a historic
place to comply with environmental objectives.

Working with environment officials to investigate systems, methods,
devices or technologies that are just as or even more effective than those
prescribed by regulation so that unnecessary interventions can be avoided.

Making changes to historic places without first exploring equivalent
environmental protection systems, methods, devices or technologies that
may be less damaging to character-defining elements and heritage value.

Reclaiming or re-establishing natural resources in a manner that promotes Making environmental modifications that do not provide a reasonable
environmental protection, while conserving character-defining elements and balance between improved environmental conditions and the conservation
maintaining the heritage value. An example could include reclaiming a
of character-defining elements and heritage value.
character-defining wetland to meet ecological objectives, while reestablishing the feature as it appeared historically.

Town of Richmond Hill
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3.6 Conservation Principles and Standards
3.6.5 Conservation Expertise Qualification Requirements
From, Parks Canada, Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada,
“…While giving advice on project management
and related activities is beyond the scope of
this document, one can safely say that it is vital
to ensure that all those involved in the actual
work of a conservation project possess the
right training and skills. They must be familiar
with special conservation approaches and
understand the scope of the project.
Furthermore, while significant interventions
may be necessary in a conservation project,
the best long term investment in a historic
place is adequate and appropriate
maintenance.”

Town of Richmond Hill

In terms of the existing built heritage resources
listed in this Conservation Management Plan,
the following approach shall be observed:
All work that requires a heritage permit issued
by the Town of Richmond Hill, which is almost all
new work, other than general maintenance,
shall be overseen by a heritage restoration
consultant (CAHP member recommended) and
executed by contractor with previous
experience in heritage conservation (with 5-10
years previous experience minimum,
depending on the complexity of work)

projects or services of comparable nature, size
and scope. The consultant and the contractor
must demonstrate:
§ Experience with other similar heritage
restoration and adaptive reuse projects within
the last ten (10) years
§ Necessary skills, experience and expertise
in the design and delivery of the proposed work
and, based on these skills, experience and
expertise, how they will ensure that the Parks
Canada, Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada will
be met.

The experience and qualifications of the
heritage restoration consultant shall
demonstrate specific knowledge of, and
experience in, performing similar work for

3
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3.6 Conservation Principles and Standards
should be noted, and they are regarding health
and safety, accessibility, and environmental
concerns.
The following is from Parks Canada, Standards
and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Health and safety,
Places in Canada.
accessibility or environmental considerations
among others, can be extremely important
aspects of conservation projects. While they
are usually not part of the overall process of
conserving heritage value (Preservation,
Rehabilitation or Restoration), it is important
that such considerations be assessed for any
potential adverse impact on the heritage values
of the historic place. In particular, care must be
taken not to obscure, damage or destroy
character-defining elements.

Town of Richmond Hill

The considerations are not presented in a
sequential or hierarchical order, and as such,
equal consideration should be given to each.
All considerations for any given type of
treatment must therefore be applied
simultaneously to a project.
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3.6.2 Health and Safety Considerations
Recommended
Recommended

Not
Not Recommended
Recommended

Identifying the historic place's heritage value and character-defining elements,
i.e., materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and cultural
associations or meanings in order to avoid damaging or destroying them while
making modifications to comply with health and safety requirements.

Undertaking health and safety-required modifications before identifying
the heritage value and those elements that are important in defining the
overall character of the historic place.

Complying with health and safety requirements such as seismic standards or
the use of chemicals in such a manner that character-defining elements are
conserved and heritage value is maintained.

Radically changing, damaging or destroying character-defining elements
or undermining the heritage value while making modifications to a
historic place in order to comply with health and safety requirements.

Removing toxic materials only after thorough testing has been conducted and
only after less invasive abatement methods have been shown to be
inadequate.

Damaging or destroying a historic place's character-defining elements or
heritage value when removing toxic materials by neglecting to conduct
thorough testing first and not considering less invasive abatement
methods.

Working with code officials to investigate systems, methods or devices of
equivalent or superior effectiveness and safety to those prescribed by code so
that unnecessary interventions can be avoided.

Making changes to historic places without first exploring equivalent
health and safety systems, methods or devices that may be less
damaging to character-defining elements and to the heritage value.

Upgrading character-defining elements to meet health and safety requirements Damaging or obscuring character-defining elements or adjacent areas,
in a manner that assures their conservation (e.g., upgrading a stairway without or undermining the heritage value while doing work to meet health and
destroying its character-defining handrails and balustrades).
safety requirements.
Installing sensitively designed fire-suppression systems such as sprinklers,
which retain character-defining elements and respect the heritage value.

Covering flammable character-defining elements with fire-resistant
sheathing that alters their appearance

Applying the necessary materials to add protection to character-defining
elements. An example could include applying fire-retardant intumescent paint
coatings to a deck to add protection to its steel.

Using materials intended to provide additional protection, such as fireretardant coatings, if they damage or obscure character-defining
elements.

Limiting public access to fragile character-defining elements when, for
technical, economic or environmental reasons, these elements cannot be
protected immediately using recognized preservation methods.

Replacing or reconstructing fragile character-defining elements when,
for technical, economic or environmental reasons, they cannot be
immediately protected.

Adding new features to meet health and safety requirements in a manner that
conserves adjacent character-defining elements and respects the overall
heritage value.

Damaging or destroying adjacent character-defining elements or
undermining the heritage value when adding new health and safetyrequired features.

Placing a code-required stairway or elevator in a new exterior addition if it
Constructing a new addition to accommodate code-required stairs or
cannot be accommodated within the historic place. Such an addition should be elevators on highly visible, character-defining elevations; or in a location
on an inconspicuous, non-character-defining elevation.
where it obscures, damages or destroys character-defining elements.
Town of Richmond Hill
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3.6.3 Accessibility Considerations
Recommended

Not Recommended

Identifying the heritage value of the historic place and character-defining
elements — materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and
cultural associations or meanings — so that required accessibility
modifications will not damage or destroy them.

Undertaking required accessibility modifications before identifying those
elements that are important in defining the overall character of the historic
place.

Complying with accessibility requirements in such a way that characterdefining elements are conserved and heritage value maintained

Damaging or destroying character-defining elements or undermining the
heritage value in attempting to comply with accessibility requirements.

Working with accessibility and conservation specialists and affected users
to determine the most appropriate solution to access problems that will
have the least impact on character-defining elements and overall heritage
value.

Altering character-defining elements without consulting with the appropriate
experts.

Providing accessibility that promotes independence for the disabled person
to the highest degree practicable, while conserving the heritage value and
character-defining elements.

Making accessibility modifications that do not strike a reasonable balance
between independent, safe access and conservation of character-defining
elements and heritage value.

Adapting the intervention to its anticipated lifespan, so that short-term
improvements remain as reversible as possible.

Intervening without taking into consideration the anticipated lifespan of the
modification, so that a short-term improvement has an irreversible impact
on the heritage value of the place.

Finding solutions to meet accessibility requirements that minimize the
impact on the historic place and its environment.

Making accessibility-related modifications without considering the impact
on the historic place and its environment.

Town of Richmond Hill
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3.6.4 Environmental Considerations
Recommended

Not Recommended

Identifying the heritage value of a historic place and character-defining
elements — materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and
cultural associations or meanings — so that environmentally motivated
modifications will not damage or eliminate them.

Undertaking environmentally motivated modifications before identifying
those elements that are important in defining the overall character of the
historic place.

Complying with environmental objectives in such a manner that characterdefining elements are conserved and heritage value maintained. This could
include protecting character-defining vegetation in which rare or
endangered species nest.

Altering, damaging or destroying character-defining elements, or otherwise
undermining the heritage value while making modifications to a historic
place to comply with environmental objectives.

Working with environment officials to investigate systems, methods,
devices or technologies that are just as or even more effective than those
prescribed by regulation so that unnecessary interventions can be avoided.

Making changes to historic places without first exploring equivalent
environmental protection systems, methods, devices or technologies that
may be less damaging to character-defining elements and heritage value.

Reclaiming or re-establishing natural resources in a manner that promotes Making environmental modifications that do not provide a reasonable
environmental protection, while conserving character-defining elements and balance between improved environmental conditions and the conservation
maintaining the heritage value. An example could include reclaiming a
of character-defining elements and heritage value.
character-defining wetland to meet ecological objectives, while reestablishing the feature as it appeared historically.

Town of Richmond Hill
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3.6 Conservation Principles and Standards
3.6.5 Conservation Expertise Qualification Requirements
From, Parks Canada, Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada,
“…While giving advice on project management
and related activities is beyond the scope of
this document, one can safely say that it is vital
to ensure that all those involved in the actual
work of a conservation project possess the
right training and skills. They must be familiar
with special conservation approaches and
understand the scope of the project.
Furthermore, while significant interventions
may be necessary in a conservation project,
the best long term investment in a historic
place is adequate and appropriate
maintenance.”

Town of Richmond Hill

In terms of the existing built heritage resources
listed in this Conservation Management Plan,
the following approach shall be observed:
All work that requires a heritage permit issued
by the Town of Richmond Hill, which is almost all
new work, other than general maintenance,
shall be overseen by a heritage restoration
consultant (CAHP member recommended) and
executed by contractor with previous
experience in heritage conservation (with 5-10
years previous experience minimum,
depending on the complexity of work)

projects or services of comparable nature, size
and scope. The consultant and the contractor
must demonstrate:
§ Experience with other similar heritage
restoration and adaptive reuse projects within
the last ten (10) years
§ Necessary skills, experience and expertise
in the design and delivery of the proposed work
and, based on these skills, experience and
expertise, how they will ensure that the Parks
Canada, Standards and Guidelines for the
Conservation of Historic Places in Canada will
be met.

The experience and qualifications of the
heritage restoration consultant shall
demonstrate specific knowledge of, and
experience in, performing similar work for
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4.1 Overview
This 61 foot diameter domed structure was built
over the period 1932-1935 to house the great
74” diameter telescope, which, at the time of its
installation was the largest telescope in the
Commonwealth. The dome, with its 15 foot
retractable section for sky viewing, is comprised
of flat seamed copper panels and is able to
rotate. The whole building was prefabricated in
England, arrived in Canada July 31, 1933 and
was reassembled on site by the Dominion
Bridge Company. However, the extensive
excavation, regrading of the area to enhance
the natural topographic rise and the
construction of the 'great pier' to hold the
telescope was undertaken before that time. The
observatory building remains very much in its
original condition.

Town of Richmond Hill
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4.2 Maintenance and Operation Manual
The development of a maintenance and
operation manual is one of the most important
steps to properly protect and manage the
Telescope. Although this document does not
contain a maintenance manual for the
Telescope, it is recommended that one be
prepared as part of the implementation of the
CMP.
Whether as equipment for education and
outreach or as a fully functional scientific
research instrument, to prevent, or at least
substantially slow, future deterioration of the
Telescope and to maintain the potential for
viable future operation, a meaningful
conservation of this unique artifact must entail
an ongoing commitment to regular dome
rotation and other necessary movements as
part of the instrument's maintenance.

Town of Richmond Hill

The maintenance and operational manual will
not only provide technical guidance on the
cyclical maintenance and repairs of the
Telescope's mechanical system, it should also
guide how the instrument may function in a
broader context of potential use and programming.
Highly specialized expertise is needed to
develop the manual. The manual shall be
prepared by expert(s) who is knowledgeable
with the technical operation of the DDO
telescope (or similar type), as well as having a
broad perspective on the overall functional
potential of the instrument.
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Designation By-law 100-09
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